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THE NORWICH TERRIER

BY

R.C. BAYLDON

A Truly Sporting and Attractive Little Dog That Really Looks Like a Worker

Of the few terriers now left to us that really look like good workers, the Norwich is a prominent example; and whenever one thinks of the farmer’s description of “William The Conqueror” in HANDLEY CROSS ....... “All teeth and hair, like a rat-catcher’s dog”, it conjurs up something similar. But in no derogatory sense--far from it, but rather the image of an ultravarmint, stout, rough-and-tumble, little terrier.

Its breeders aim at a working terrier, and at the same time a neat little dog whose symetry is thoroughly pleasing to the eye. Such an ideal has been sought by the breeders of other kinds of terriers in the past, but gradual “improvements” made their appearance in the form of exaggerations and profuse, soft coats well-adated to the ubiquitous barbering. Hence, the Norwich Terrier has so far escaped the extremist’s art — and, with a minimum of tidying-up, still appear AU NATUREL in the show ring.
THE STANDARD
OF PERFECTION
1974

As approved by the Board of Directors of the
American Kennel Club

HEAD. Skull wide, slightly rounded with good width between the ears. Muzzle strong but not long or heavy, with slightly “foxy” appearance. Length about one-third less than the measurement from the occiput to the bottom of the stop, which should be well defined.

Faults. A long narrow head; over square muzzle; highly rounded dome.

EARS. Pricked or drop. If pricked, small, pointed, erect and set well apart. If dropped, neat, small, with break just above the skull line, front edge close to cheek, and not falling lower than the outer corner of the eye.

Faults. Oversize; poor carriage.

EYES. Very bright, dark and keen. Full of expression.

Faults. Light or protruding eyes.

JAW. Clean, strong, tight lipped, with strong, large, closely-fitting teeth; scissors bite.

Faults. A mouth over- or undershot.

NECK. Short and strong, well set on clean shoulders.

BODY. Moderately short, compact and deep with level topline; ribs well sprung.

Faults. Long weak back, loaded shoulders.

LEGS. Short and powerful and as straight as is consistent with the short legs for which we aim. Sound bone, round feet, thick pads.

Faults. Out at elbow, badly bowed, knuckled over. Too light in bone.

QUARTERS. Strong rounded, with great powers of propulsion.

Faults. Cow hocks.

TAIL. Medium docked, carriage not excessively gay.

COLOR. All shades of red, wheaten, black and tan or grizzle. White markings on chest, though allowable, are not desirable.

Faults. White markings elsewhere or to any great extent on the chest.

COAT. As hard and wiry as possible, lying close to the body, with a definite undercoat. Top coat absolutely straight; in full coat longer and rougher forming almost a mane on shoulders and neck. Hair on head, ears and muzzle, except for slight eyebrows and slight whiskers, is absolutely short and smooth. These dogs should be shown with as nearly a natural coat as possible. A minimum of tidying is permissible but excessive trimming, shaping and clipping shall be heavily penalized by the judge.

Faults. Silky or curly coat.

WEIGHT. Ideal, 11 to 12 lbs.

HEIGHT. Ideal, 10 inches at the withers.

GENERAL APPEARANCE. A small, low, rugged terrier, tremendously active. A perfect demon yet not quarrelsome and of a lovable disposition, and a very hardy constitution. Honorable scars from fair wear and tear shall not count against.

DISQUALIFICATIONS. Cropped ears shall disqualify.

HISTORY

Norwich Terriers were bred in Cambridge and Norfolk by horsemen, from Hunt Terriers of all breeds crossed with Native Terriers, in order to develop their ratting and bolting abilities.

Among the most influential early breeders were Mr. Frank “Roughrider” Jones of Norwich and Market Harborough, Mr. R.J. Read of Hatton Hall, Norwich, who also used “Podge” Low’s dogs, and Jodrell Hopkins, whose Trumpington Strain was started by “Doggy” Lawrence in 1870 in Cambridge with small Irish and Yorkshire Terriers. The preferred color always has been red or black and tan.

LEWIS “PODGE” LOW (1905)
With Ancestors of Horstead Mick
SYLVIA WARREN (1897 - 1972)

Miss Warren is shown holding CH.PUFF, CDX and her daughter, CH. RIVER BEND PEPPER by Ch. John Paul Jones of Groton.

CH.PUFF (CH.TUFF CD x MUFF) was Miss Warren's first prick ear Norwich bred from drop ear parents.
ANCESTORS OF CH. TUFF, CD
INCLUDING FOUR OF THE FIVE FOUNDING SIRES
OF ALL PRESENT DAY NORWICH TERRIERS
*CH. FARNDON RED DOG IS THE FIFTH FOUNDING SIRE

SMUDGE (1926 — Black & Tan) Bred and owned by Phyllis Fagan, a direct descendant of Jones' Terriers. Smudge was a natural prick ear.

HORSTEAD MICK (1929 — Red) Bred and owned by R. J. Reid, Hapton Hall, Norwich. A direct descendant of Jones' Terriers, Low's Terriers, and a Staffordshire Bull Terrier. Mick's ears were cropped.

CH. BIFFIN OF BEAUFIN (1932 — Red) Bred by the honorable Mrs. Huare whose husband owned Trumpingtons while a Cambridge student and also used Low and Read dogs to develop his strain. Biffin had tulip ears and sized dogs of both ear types.

TOBIT (1926 — Red) Bred and owned by Mrs. Guy Blewitt, Tobit was a true drop ear and sized the first champion bitch in England. He was also a great ratter, and the foundation of the Boxted line.

AM.CH. MERRY OF BEAUFIN (1935 — Red Drop Ear) Bred by Mrs. E. Mainwaring and owned by Mr. H.D. Bixby, Vice President of the American Kennel Club. Merry Of Beaufin was selected for Mr. Bixby by Percy Roberts and became the first American Champion.

TRUMP OF BOXTED (Red Drop Ear) Mrs. Josephine Spencer's first registered import prior to World War II and the founding sire of her Partrick Kennels in Bedford New York.
CH. TUFF, CD

Owner:
SYLVIA WARREN (DEC.)
RIVERBEND
DOVER, MASS. 02030

A.K.C.# -

Date Of Birth -
MAY 1943

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
Owner

Sire:

BRUFF

- TRUMP OF BOXTED
- TOBIT

MUFFIN

- NEACLEY TOFFEE
- SNUFF

SNEEZE

RUFUS

- MIDGE

HORSEAD MICK

- NEACLEY RUSTY

SWIDGE

- DERRY

TOM

- DARKIE

CH. BIFFIN OF BEAUFIN

- LITTLE JANE

TOBIT

- NEACLEY TOFFEE

WITHERSLACK GEORGE

- WITHERSLACK JANE

WITHERSLACK JR

- CH. BIFFIN OF BEAUFIN

SUSAN

Dam:

JENNY PINCH

- COLONSAY BERRY

- TINY TIM OF BIFFIN

- TEASEL OF BOXTED

BIDDY PINCH OF WAYS END

- WITHERSLACK SPORT

CH. MERRY OF BEAUFIN

SIRE OF SIX DROP-EAR CHAMPIONS and ONE PRICK-EAR CHAMPION
**CH. MISS MANETTE** (March – 1934) Grizzle and Wheaten by Smudge x Peggoty. Bred and owned by Mrs. Fagan. First prick ear champion of her sex. Winner of 11 CC's. Peggoty was a litter sister to Ch.Biffin of Beaufin, the breed's first drop ear champion.


**CH. JERICHO HILL VIXEN** (June 1952 – Red) by Am.Ch. Furdon Romeo x Quartzhill Slipper. Bred by G. Goodwin, owned by Mrs. R. Monckton. Winner of 14 CC's and 8 Bests of Breed, a record for her sex. Dam of two champions.

**CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA** (August – 1955) Red by Quartzhill Scanmony x Quartzhill Manna Bred and owned by Mrs. E. H. Hardy. Bartola won a record number of CC's for the breed despite his early demise.

IMPORTANT ENGLISH DROP EARS

TINY TIM OF BIFFIN — by Ch.Biffin of Beaufin x Little Jane. Miss Macfie's first Norwich. He was a prolific force and sired the first USA Male D.E. Champion, Colonsay Allkiff, a Black and Tan.

CH.WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER, '52 — A true working dog bred and owned by V. Page. The potent Alder and his Sire, Eiel Spruce, have influenced all of today's winners chiefly through Gotoground, Nanfan, and Bethway descendants.

NANFAN NIMBLE, '62 by Gotoground Moley x Ch.Nanfan Nimbus Bred by Mrs. M.J. Taylor. Line Bred to both Alder and Spruce, he produced 6 Champions and is grand sire of 18 more.

The founder of the Norfolk Terrier Club, Miss M.S.S. Macfie with her last and record winning brace of champions, COLONSAY ORDERLEY DOG '60 by Waveney Valley Mymark x Colonsay Minge, 19 CHS, and COLONSAY BANSTON BELINDA '60 by Ragus Coxcombe x Colonsay Birdie — Awhile, 12 CC's.

CH.ICKWORTH READY — May '67 — Jan '72 owned by Miss A. Hazeldine and Bred by Mrs. Kirkby Peace, he was the result of a mother-son union. He won three All Breed Open Shows, A Terrier Group, and 17 CC's before his early demise.
INFLUENTIAL IMPORTS
1948-1958

AM.CH.WYCHDALE NAPOLEON, owned by Mr. & Mrs. Dean Bedford — Shown by the late Mr. Dean Bedford. Sire of Int.Ch Quarthill Hemlock and Champions Upland Spring Damon & Connemara. First Prick Ear stud dog to carry black and tan genes.

INT.CH.RAGUS GOODFELLOW, Owned by Mrs. Howe Low. Litter brother of Int.Ch.Ragus Good Companion and sire of 10 American Champions.

ENG.AM.CH.FARNDON RANDOLPH, Owned by Mr. & Mrs. Dean Bedford. Randolph was the First Int. Champion, whose title, in 1950, celebrated 60 years of breeding bolting terriers for W.E. West, his breeder. Sire of 15 American Champions.


ENG.AM.CH.WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER, Owned by Mrs. Emory Alexander. Sired Ch. Whinlatter Charade before leaving England and sired several champions after being imported to Longways Kennel.

HUNSTON HIGHFLIER, Owned by Mrs. Thayer and Sylvia Warren. Only son of Ch. Waveney Valley Alder to be imported and sire of Ch. Bethway's Tony.

CRISP OF REDCOTT & QUARTZHILL QUINCE, Owned by Col. Richard Kirkpatrick, with their son who became Constance Larrabee's first stud dog, Ch. Briton of King's Prevention. Quince also sired Chs. Oakley Kirk, Oakley Dick, & Heath Mouse.
AMERICAN BRED WINNERS or PRODUCERS
1955-1965

CH.MT.PAUL ANDERSON, Owned by Mrs. John L. Winston. First Drop Ear in 7 years to win over Prick Ear International Champions.

CH.UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE and her daughter KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA, the two King's Prevention Foundation Bitches. Magpie was the Dam of 10 Champions by 6 Stud Dogs including Chs.Upland Spring Rube Wood and Turkey, the 1963 & 1964 Specialty Winners.

CH.BETHWAY'S THE DUKE & CH.BETHWAY'S MR.KENNEDY Owned and Bred by Barbara Fournier.

CH.HIGH RISING HARDY PERENNIAL and AM.CH.TILLY PRICE (IMP) Owned by High Rising Kennels, Hardy Perennial won the Specialty Show in 1956 & 1957.

CH.BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION and his owner, Constanza Larabee, on the day that he became the First Champion for this kennel and placed fourth in the Terrier Group under the late Judge George Hartman.

NORWICH BRACES AND TEAMS

1941
CH. APPLE JACK, CH. VICTOR, CH. RELISH OF GROTON, & CH. RACHAEL.
Victor and Rachael were the first prick ear champions in U.S.A., Bred by W. E. West whose original dogs came from Jones in the early 1900’s.


CHS. BETHWAY’S DUKE AND DUTCHESS – Famous winning brace of the 60’s. Bred and Owned by Barbara Fournier.

MRS. HOWE LOW’S Bench at Westminster 1959 UPLAND SPRING CHAMPIONS RED TAIL, QUEEN BESS, PINK LADY, JOCK II, DEMON, and BROWN HACKLE.
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<td>Ch. King’s Prevention Bridge It</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WENDLAND, Mrs. Nancy Lee</td>
<td>Chidley Storm Warning</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chidley Thistle</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YERKES, Leonard A. Jr.</td>
<td>Hardy Peter of Brandon</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLKEN, Dr. &amp; Mrs. H. Thomas</td>
<td>King's Prevention Smuggler</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUNG, Julia J.</td>
<td>Kimberley King’s Prevention</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OWNER -
MRS. STEVENS BAIRD
MENDHAM ROAD
BERNARDSVILLE
NEW JERSEY 07924
(201) 766-0046

A.K.C. # - R 189975

DATE OF BIRTH -
11 FEBRUARY 1957

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
BARBARA FOURNIER
BETHWAY KENNELS
BETHWAY ROAD
BETHANY, CONN. 06525
(203) 393-1350

Sire:
CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE

{ RAGUS SWEET WILLIAM
{ RAGUS SWEET SUE
{ WAVENY VALLEY PANDY
{ EEL SPIRICE
{ TANNER OF WAVENY VALLEY
{ COLONSBAY DICLUUM BUCK
{ COLONSBAY WE THREE
{ COLONSBAY COMPO
{ CONGABY BINDER
{ RAGUS SHANDY GAFF
{ COLONCLE BIMP
{ SPARKIE
{ SNELSTON ROUGE
{ CONGABY PENNY
{ COLONSBAY DABSTER
{ WYMONLEY FLURT
{ WOE BEGONE
{ COLONSBAY KOLI
{ RED SCARLETT
{ POLLY FLINDERS
{ COLONSBAY GUERRILLA
{ SHERMISH

Dam:
CH. COLONSBAY KELLY'S EYE

{ COLONSBAY FAG WAGGUN
{ COLONSBAY COPPA DAIH
{ COLONSBAY FLIP
{ MARPET MARCH PAST
{ COLONSBAY GRANNY
OWNER -  
MRS. STEVENS BAIRD  
MENDHAM ROAD  
BERNARDSVILLE  
NEW JERSEY 07924  
(201) 766-0046

A.K.C. # - R 107170

DATE OF BIRTH -  
7 JULY 1952

SEX - MALE  
COLOR - RED  
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -  
OWNER

Sire:  
BRUFF  
CH. TUFF, CD  
JENNY PINCH

TRUMP OF BOXTED  
MUFFIN

COLOSAY BERRY  
BIGBY PINCH OF WAYS END

TONTIT  
NEACHLEY TOFFEEL  
SNUFF  
SNEEZE  
TINY TIM OF BIFFIN  
TEASEL OF BOXTED  
WITHERSLACK SPORT  
CH. MERRY OF BEAUFIN  
COLOSAY WAR SCAR  
DIMASOLO GEORGINA  
COLOSAY THUMB UP  
COLOSAY SKY ROCKET

Dam:  
CH. CORBLER OF BOXTED  
CH. PARTREE SPARKLE  
PARTREE CHANCE

TRUMP OF BOXTED  
MOLLYCOOLE OF DOWN EAST

NUGGET OF BOXTED  
COSY OF BIFFIN  
COLOSAY BERRY  
COLOSAY DO-ONE'S-BIT
OWNER -
CHARLOTTE STETSON BEAMS
HOLDERNESS SCHOOL
PLYMOUTH, N.H. 03264
(603) 536-2173

A.K.C. # - RL 255334

DATE OF BIRTH -
21 SEPTEMBER 1968
DIED 1971

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
MRS. JOHN HOUBOLT
105 ELM ROAD
PRINCETON, N.J. 08540

Sire:
ROBINCOTT TROUPCARO
TARHEEL'S HIGH TRUMP

ROBINCOTT TERRYLYNE
WEENIUM TIGER LILY

WAVENLEY VALLEY ALDER
ROBINCOTT TANGO

CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE
CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

Dam:
BETHBAY'S POUND

SIONNACH NOODLES Cobb
SIONNACH MUFFIN Cobb

CH. WENDOVER COUBLER
WENDOVER RECKY

CH. WENDOVER COUBLER
WENDOVER RECKY

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
MT. PAUL BRIDGET

WENDOVER RECKY
ROBINCOTT TINKA

ROBINCOTT TINKA
ROBINCOTT TINKA

ROBINCOTT TINKA
ROBINCOTT TINKA

ROBINCOTT TINKA
ROBINCOTT TINKA
CH. NEWRY MRS. McTHING

Owner -  
MR. & MRS. PHILIP S. P. FELL  
IN CARE OF JOHN V. PROVENS  
SAGE GRAY TODD & SIMS  
140 BROADWAY  
NEW YORK 10005

A.K.C. # -

Date Of Birth -  
11 JUNE 1958  
DIED OCTOBER 1973

Sex - Female  
Color - Red  
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -  
MRS. J. J. HAGGERTY  
REMSENBERG  
NEW YORK

Sire:  
CH. BRIGHAM YOUNG  
CH. NEWRY'S McALEENAN  
NEWRY'S FINNEGAN

Dam:  
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY  
BETHWAY'S CHESS  
RAGUS BRANDYSNAP

CH. TUFF, CD  
KEDRON COBBLE BISCUIT  
CH. WOODCHUCK OF WINGAN  
NEWRY'S PINCH HITTER

BRUFF  
JENNY PINCH  
CH. CORBELL OF BOXTED  
Peggy Pinch  
CH. CORBELL OF BOXTED  
Peggy Pinch  
COPPER PINCH  
PINCH D'GINGER

ELE. SPRUCE  
PENNY OF WAVENY VALLEY

RAGUS SWEET SUE  
RAGUS HANDMADE  
BEAUTY OF BERCHOTT

COUNGHAM BINDER  
RAGUS SHANDY GAFF  
HUNSTON HERALD  
HUNSTON READYMADE
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NANFAN NUGGET

Owner -
MR. & MRS. RAY FISHER
'THUNDERHAWK'
617 FREMONT AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, MO. 64125
(816) 241-8105

A.K.C. # - R 403626

Date of Birth -
9 FEBRUARY 1964

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -
MRS. M. JOY TAYLOR
ENGLAND

Sire: GOTOGROUND MOLEY
      GOTOGROUND MOUSER
      GOTOGROUND VIXEN

Dam:  NANFAN NIMBUS
      NANFAN NETTLE

GOTOGROUND GUNNER
GOTOGROUND TIDDLEY WINK
ELEL SPRUCE
PENNY OF WAVENEY VALLEY
CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER SISTER
CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER
RAGUS MERRY MAID
RAGUS MERRY MAID
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
GOTOGROUND TIDDLEY WINK
CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER
CONGHAM MERRY MOTH
CONGHAM MERRY MOTH
CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER
COLONSAY BMP
SPARKIE
CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER
NANFAN CANDY
CH. BRIGHAM YOUNG

Owner -
BARBARA FOURNIER
BETHWAY KENNELS
BETHWAY ROAD
BETHANY, CONNECTICUT

A.K.C. # - R 77619

Date Of Birth -
3 NOVEMBER 1950

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:
CH. TUFF, CH
JENNY PINCH

MIFFIN
BRUFF
COLONISAY BERRY
BIGGY PINCH OF WAYS END
BULGER OF BOXTED

TRUMP OF BOXTED

TOSIT
NEACHELEY TOFFEY
SNUFF
SNEEZE
TINY TIM OF BIFFEN
TEAZEL OF BOXTED
WITHERSLACK SPORT
CH. MERRY OF BEAUFIN
COLONISAY WAR SCAR
CIMBOLS GEORGINA
COLONISAY THUMBSLIP
COLONISAY SKY ROCKET
BRUFF
JENNY PINCH
FARQUICK
CH. COLONISAY ANGELS WHISPER

Dam:
KEDRON COBBLER'S BISCUIT
CH. MIFFIN II
CH. TUFF, GD

COLONISAY CANTEN EGGS
CH. COBBLER OF BOXTED

KEDRON DORCAS
CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE (IMP)

Owner -
BARBARA FOURNIER
BETHWAY KENNELS
BETHWAY ROAD
BETHANY, CONNECTICUT

A.K.C. # - R 137146

Date of Birth -
23 JUNE 1953

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
MR. DIBBS
401 HURST ROAD
BEXLEY, KENT,
ENGLAND

Sire:
COLONSAY FAG WAGGER

COLONSAY DICKY FLUTTER

WYMONDELEY FLINT

WOE BEGONE

COLONSAY KOLA

RED SCARLETT

POLLY FLINDERS

MARPET MARCH PAST

Sh REMISH

DAM:
COLONSAY GRANNY

COLONSAY DABSTER

COLONSAY WE THREE

JULIE

SOUTHMORE RED PIPPIN

BUNTY

RUFUS THE RED KNIGHT

TROUBLESOME TRIXY

CH. RED WRAITH

PRIVETT MEG

COLONSAY WE THREE

PRIVETT MEG

COLONSAY BIMF

MONKEY OF BOXTED

SNELSTON ROGUE

WITCHELL PIXY
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER (IMP)

Owner -
MRS. STANFORD C. MALLORY
PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD
MENDHAM, N.J. 07945
(201) 543-4011

A.K.C. # - R 209469

Date of Birth -
5 March 1957

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -
MRS. E. O'HANLON
ENGLAND

Sire of CH. WENDOVER COBBLER
CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER
CH. WENDOVER FAVOR

Sire:
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER

ELEL SPRUCE

PENNY OF WAVENEY VALLEY

COLONSAY BIMP

SPARKIE

COLONSAY CADY

TANNER OF WAVENEY VALLEY

COLONSAY WAR SCAR

CONHAM WIGGIE

COLONSAY BIMP

ROBINA

COLONSAY BIMP

SPARKIE

COLONSAY CADY

TANNER OF WAVENEY VALLEY

ELEL SPRUCE

PENNY OF WAVENEY VALLEY

CONHAM MERRY MOATH

CONHAM LIZZIE

Dam:
GOTOGROUND TIGOLYNYNEK

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER

ELEL SPRUCE

PENNY OF WAVENEY VALLEY

COLONSAY BIMP

SPARKIE

COLONSAY CADY

TANNER OF WAVENEY VALLEY

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER

CONHAM MERRY MOTH

CONHAM LIZZIE

RAGUS MERRY MAID

RAGUS SWEET SUE

RAGUS SHANDY GAFF

ROBINA
CH. WENDOVER COBBLER

Owner -
MRS. BASIL W. STETSON
DRAKE'S CORNER ROAD
PRINCETON, N.J. 08540
(609) 921-9148

A.K.C.# – R 263902

Date of Birth -
6 April 1960
Died November 1973

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
MRS. STANFORD C. MALLORY
MENDHAM, N.J.

Sire:
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
GOTOGROUND TIDDLYWINKS

RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
RAGUS SWEET SUE

WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER
RAGUS MERRY MAID

ELEL SPRUCE
PENNIE OF WAVENEY VALLEY
CONGHAM BINDER
RAGUS SHANDY GAFF

FLEEL SPRUCE
PENNIE OF WAVENEY VALLEY
CONGHAM MERRY MOTH
WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER

Dam:
WENDOVER APPLE

WENDOVER APPLE

CH. PARTREE COBBLER
CARRY PINCH

CH. COBBLER OF BOXTED
GEORGE PINCH

CH. CASTLE POINT TRIVET
CASTLE POINT SYLVIA

MT. PAUL BRIDGET

BULGER OF BOXTED
COLORAY CANTREE EGGS
TRUMP OF BOXTED
PEGGY PINCH
COPPER PINCH
SOPHIE PINCH
CH. CASTLE POINT SIMON
CASTLE POINT SYLVIA
Owner -
ELIZABETH McC.STETSON
DRAKE'S CORNER ROAD
PRINCEON, N.J.08540
(609) 921-9148

A.K.C.# - R 235941

Date Of Birth -
22 JANUARY 1959
Died OCTOBER 1968

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
MRS.STANFORD C.MALLORY
PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD
MENDHAM, N.J.

Sire:

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
RAGUS SWEET SUE

WAVENY VALLEY ALDER

RAGUS MERRY MAID

ELEL SPRUCE
PENNE OF WAVENY VALLEY

CONGHAM BINDER
RAGUS SHANDY GAFF

ELEL SPRUCE
PENNE OF WAVENY VALLEY

WAVENY VALLEY ALDER
CONGHAM MERRY MOTH

Dam:

MT.PAUL.BRIDGET

GEORGE PINCH
SOPHIE PINCH

CH.CASTLE POINT SIMON
CH.CASTLE POINT SYLVIA

CASTLE POINT TRIVET

COPPER PINCH
TIPPY PINCH

JEEP OF DUXBURY
CLAPBOARD TREE TESSA

CH.TUFF
CH.PARTREE SPARKLE

CH.TUFF
CH.PARTREE SPARKLE
CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

Owner -
MRS. EMORY ALEXANDER (DEC.)
LONGWAYS KENNEL
CHESTNUT HILL, PENNA.

A.K.C. # - R 303661

Date of Birth -
18 AUGUST 1961

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
Owner

Sire:
CH. WHINLATTER CERISE

ALLERCOMBE HIKER

CH. WHINLATTER CRICKER OF TURTILLUS

QUARTZHILL SCAMMONY

ALLERCOMBE ECHO'S ANSWER

ALLERCOMBE FILBERT

CH. BUDGER BANGER

MARYGOLD OF EILDONBRAE

ALLERCOMBE RAFFLES

QUARTZHILL BUTTERBURR

ALLERCOMBE FILBERT

ALLERCOMBE ERICA

CH. ALLERCOMBE ESCORT OF GOLDENGROUG

FARNON ROSALINDA

Dam:
CH. OAKLEY KIRK

CH. LONGWAYS PANDORA

CH. WHINLATTER CLIPPA

CH. WHINLATTER CRICKER OF TURTILLUS

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

FAUQUIER VIXEN

CH. WHINLATTER TRYD

QUARTZHILL MEADOWSWEET

CH. WHINLATTER JIM

CH. WHINLATTER TRICKLE

CH. BUDGER BANGER

MARYGOLD OF EILDONBRAE
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**CH. WYCHDALE NAPOLEON (IMP)**

**Owner:**
MR. & MRS. DEAN BEDFORD *
FALLSTON, MARYLAND

FORMERLY OWNED BY
MRS. E. H. HARDY
SOMERSET, ENGLAND

* MRS. BEDFORD'S ADDRESS -
  BOX 172, ROUTE 2
  MARSHALL, VIRGINIA 22115

**A.K.C. #** - R 45077

**Date Of Birth -**
26 APRIL 1946

**Sex - Male**

**Color - Red Grizzle**

**Ear Type - Prick Ear**

**Breeder -**
MISS R. WALSH

---

**Sire:**

- WYCHDALE NIGEL
  - QUARTZHILL WOODKNUF
  - QUARTZHILL SNIFF
  - CH. FAIRDON RED DOG
  - CHERRY PECKSNIFF

**Dam:**

- WYCHDALE NORA
  - PEPPER
  - RED PEPPER
  - WYCHDALE NUCLEUS
  - FOXIMIDGE
  - NEACHLEY SOVEREIGN
  - MIDGE
  - TOO FRESH
  - CH. SIFFIN OF BEAUPIN
  - NEACHLEY BRAKEN
  - DAVID COPPERFIELD
  - AIRMANS FOXIANA
  - CH. FAIRDON RED DOG
  - JUDY
  - BABBLING BINKS
  - TEASEL OF BOXTED
**JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGEWOOD**

**Owner**
MR. & MRS. PHILIP S. P. FELL
IN CARE OF JOHN V. PROVENS
SAGE GRAY TODD & SIMS
140 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 10005

**A.K.C. #** - R 736930

**Date of Birth** -
10 JULY 1964

**Sex** - MALE
**Color** - RED
**Ear Type** - PRICK EAR

**Breeder**
MRS. R. MONCKTON
STRETTON HALL
STAFFORD
ENGLAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire:</th>
<th>Dam:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENG.CH.WHINLATTER CHARADE</td>
<td>ENG.CH.JERICHO WHINLATTER HEMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ }</td>
<td>{ }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS</td>
<td>WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARING CROSS BACCIO</td>
<td>JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHINLATTER CHARITY</td>
<td>JERICHO LUCKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENG.CH.WHINLATTER HONEY</td>
<td>JERICHO HEATH TINKER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ }</td>
<td>RECKLAW ZORA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENG.CH.WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS</td>
<td>CAN, CH. HIGH RISING URCHIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENG.CH.WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS</td>
<td>CH. QUARTZHILL PRIMILLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENG.CH.WHINLATTER HONEY</td>
<td>INT.CH.DYPAABA FOX TROT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ }</td>
<td>JERICHO GOLD FLAKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ }</td>
<td>{ }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ }</td>
<td>{ }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CH. GRANGE CURRANT BUN

Owner -
MRS. SYDNEY W. GLASS
BOHEMIA CHURCH ROAD
WARWICK, MARYLAND 21912
(301) 275-2249

A.K.C. # - R 704540

Date of Birth -
18 APRIL 1969
Died 28 OCTOBER 1971

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:
CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
BLU FROST PETER PIPER
CH. HIGH RISING BARMAD
CH. MOD HILL'S BICUIT
BRamblewyck Graham Cracker
BLU FROST KATHIE

Dam:
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER JANET
CAN. CH. HIGH RISING URCHIN
SAYSBAR PRUDENCE
CH. UPLAND SPRING RED FOX
CH. UPLAND SPRING RED SPINNER
CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
BLU FROST FOXY
CH. WHINLATTER DOS
ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO
CH. OAKLEY KIRK
CH. WHINLATTER CLIPPA
ALLERCOMBE TINTACK
ALLERCOMBE ELIZABETH
JERICHO WORRY
JERICHO DORA OF GOLDCROSS

CH. LONGWAY'S FELIX
CH. LONGWAY'S PANADA
BRADASH WHISKEY
JERICHO GIN
BRADASH GAY GIRL
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**CAN. CH. HIGH RISING URCHIN**

**Owner:**
MRS. GRANT D. GREEN (DEC.)
HEATH, MASSACHUSETTS
LATER
MR. & MRS. FRANK BUNCE (DEC.)
TORONTO, CANADA

**A.K.C.** – R 161410

**Date Of Birth:**
8 AUGUST 1955

**Sex:** MALE
**Color:** WHEATEN
**Ear Type:** PRICK EAR

**Breeder:**
HIGH RISING KENNEL
HEATH, MASSACHUSETTS

---

**Sire:**

CH. FARDON ROMEO

- CH. GEORGE GORDON

- ALLERCOMBE ROBINIA

**Dam:**

CH. HIGH RISING MINX

- CH. UPLAND SPRING LITTLE CHAP

- CH. TILLY PRICE

---

**Parents:**

- Pax Of The Briars
- Veronica

- Wychdale Nimrod
- Southmore Bantam

- Quartzhill Sweet Basil

- Quartzhill Cornflower

- Quartzhill Sniff

- Ripper

- Wychdale Nanette

- Pax Of The Briars
- Veronica

- Pax Of The Briars

- Upland Spring Hunka Monkey

- Sydney Carton

- Sarah Camp

- Quartzhill Wogguff

- Wychdale Nucleus
CH. BLU-FROST JANA

Owner -  
MR. & MRS. JAMES B. HANNING
89 D RT. 3, SUNLIT HILLS
SANTA FE
NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 988-1092

A.K.C. # - R 364465

Date Of Birth -  
19 APRIL 1963

Sex - Female

Color - BLACK & TAN

Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -  
OWNER

Sire:

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE

CH. WHINLATTER JANET

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURRILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

WHINLATTER JEMIMA

Dam:

CAN. CH. HIGH RISING URCHN

CH. HIGH RISING BARNAIO

CH. HIGH RISING URCHN

CH. HIGH RISING MINX

GAYBAR PRUDENCE

CH. UPLAND SPRING LITTLE CHAP

CH. UPLAND SPRING DEMON

CH. UPLAND SPRING LITTLE CHAP

CH. TILLY PRICE

CH. WYCHDALE NAPOLEON

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN

CH. THORNDALE ALERT

CH. QUARTZHILL PRIMULA
NOD HILL'S HARMONY

Owner -
MRS. PHILIP HEWES
NOD HILL
345 WATERVILLE ROAD
AVON, CONN. 06001
(203) 677-9345

A.K.C. # - R 503807

Date Of Birth -
28 September 1966
Died February 1972

Sex - Female
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
Owner

Sire:

CH. LONGWAYS VULCAN
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK
CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
CH. UPLAND SPRING LITTLE CHAP
CH. QUARTZHILL MIGNONETTE
CH. WHINLATTER OCB
ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO
CH. OAKLEY KIRK
CH. UPLAND SPRING PLUCKY
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. WHINLATTER JEMIMA
CH. FARNDON ROMEO
ALLERCOMBE ROSENA
CH. BLU FROST KRISSE
BLU FROST FOXY

Dam:

CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
CH. WHINLATTER JANET
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. CHIDLEY GEORGE GORDON
CH. BLU FROST AMANDA
CH. BLU FROST SILVER DOCTOR
CH. BLU FROST HITCHIE
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CH. KING’S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR

OWNER -
CONSTANCE STUART LARRABEE
KING’S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C.# - R 360719

DATE OF BIRTH -
27 JULY 1963

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
OWNER

Sire:

KILDON RUSTLER
HARDY OF KING’S PREVENTION

PIPPIN OF REDCOTT
KILDON BUGLE

CH. BRITON OF KING’S PREVENTION
BEAVER OF KING’S PREVENTION
BRIDGET OF KING’S PREVENTION

QUARTZHILL ORANGE
CRUST OF REDCOTT
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA
JERICHO RUSTY
QUARTZHILL QUINCE
CRISP OF REDCOTT
TIPPEY
BOBO OF KING’S PREVENTION
RAGUS REGAL SIXPENCE
FARNDON GAY GIRL
RAGUS RED PEPPER
FARNDON GRISELDA
QUARTZHILL WOODRUFF
WYCHDALE NORA
PAX OF THE BRIARS
UPLAND SPRING HUNCA MONKEY

Dam:

CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE QUILL

ENGL. CH. RAGUS GOOD FELLOW

FOXYBROOK GENE
RAGUS GREAT GUY

CH. WYCHDALE NAPOLEON
CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY GUN
QUARTZHILL WOODRUFF
WYCHDALE NORA
PAX OF THE BRIARS
UPLAND SPRING HUNCA MONKEY
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ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

Owner –
MRS. STERLING LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C.# – R 527851

Date Of Birth –
4 JULY 1963

Sex – Male
Color – Red
Ear Type – Prick Ear

Breeder –
MRS. M. G. BUNTING

Sire:
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CANDIE

CH. WHINLATTER CASEY

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS COR

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS CORAL

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS HIKER

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
dam:

CH. WHINLATTER COR

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

CH. BIGGER BANGER

MARYGOLD OF EILDONBRAE

CHARING CROSS BACCO

CH. WHINLATTER CORAL

CH. WHINLATTER HIKER

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
dam:

CH. SANDALBECK LANCER

CH. SANDALBECK LANCER

CH. SANDALBECK LANCER

CH. SANDALBECK LANCER

FARDON SANDAL

CH. BIGGER BANGER

MARYGOLD OF EILDONBRAE

CH. RAGUS REGAL SIXPENCE

FARDON GAY GIRL

CH. BIGGER BANGER

QUARTZHILL RED ROSE
CH. FARNDON ROMEO

Owner -
MRS. A.C. RANDOLPH
'OAKLEY'
UPPERVILLE, VA.

A.K.C. # -

Date of Birth -
SEPTEMBER 1947
DIED 1963

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
MRS. W. & MISS M. WEST
MARKET HARBOROUGH
ENGLAND

Sire:

PAX OF THE BRIARS

\{ RAGS \\
\{ VICTRIX \\
\}

FOXIMIDGE

\{ PEPPER \\
\{ VIXEN \\
\}

TOOLEUMS

\{ TOO FRESH \\
\{ DAVID COPPERFIELD \\
\{ AIRMAN'S FOXIANA \\
\}

RED PEPPER

\{ FOXIMIDGE \\
\{ CINDERS \\
\{ JILL \\
\}

Dam:

WYCHOALE NIMROD

\{ VERONICA \\
\{ SOUTHMORE BANTAM \\
\}

WYCHOALE NOMAD

\{ WYCHOALE NORA \\
\{ QUARTZHILL HAMMION \\
\}

WYCHOALE NUCLEUS

\{ CH. FARNDON RED DOG \\
\{ RUSSET \\
\{ PEPPER \\
\{ WYCHOALE NUCLEUS \\
\}

CILPONTO THE SACACIOUS DOG

\{ TROUBLESOME TRIXIE \\
\{ REYNArd \\
\{ AIRMAN'S FOXIANA \\
\}
CHIDLEY GEORGE GORDON

Owner -
MRS. CURTIS S. READ
48 BERRY HILL ROAD
OYSTER BAY
NEW YORK 11771
(516) WA 2-4557

A.K.C.# - R 143993

Date of Birth -
29 January 1953
Died 20 December 1968

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
Owner

Sire:
CH. FARNDON ROMEO

PAX OF THE BRIARS

VICTRIX

FOXIMIAGE

PEPPER

VIXEN

WYCHDALE NIMROD

SOUTHMORE BANTAM

QUARTZHILL RAMPION

VIXIANA

WYCHDALE NOMAD

WYCHDALE NORA

QUARTZHILL SWEET BASIL

QUARTZHILL SNIFF

RIPPER

WYCHDALE NANOETTE

WYCHDALE RED DOG

CH. FARNDON RED DOG

PEPPER

RED MIST

PEPPER

WYCHDALE NUCLEUS

Qu: WYCHDALE NUCLEUS

ALLERCOMBE ROBINIA

QUARTZHILL CORN-FLOWER

WYCHDALE NANOETTE

33
OWNER -
GERALD G. ALLEN
KEY BISCAYNE
FLORIDA

A.K.C. # -

DATE OF BIRTH -
12 FEBRUARY 1971

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
ELIZABETH STETSON
DRAKE'S CORNER ROAD
PRINCETON, N.J. 08540
(609) 921-9148

Sire:
CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA

CASTLE POINT WITHERS

Foxhunter's Tally HD

Foxhunter

CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER

HOPELAND TWINING

GOTGROUNDOFOXHUNTER

CH. WENDOVER COBBLER

WENDOVER APPLE

GOTGROUNDOFOXHUNTER

NANFAN HECKLE

NANFAN TERRAPIN

NANFAN NIMBLE

NANFAN HAYSEED

GOTGROUNDOFOXHUNTER

GOTGROUNDOFOXHUNTER

GOTGROUNDOFOXHUNTER

CH. RED NOR RED RUFUS

CASTLE POINT ULTRA

RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

GOTGROUNDO TIDDLYWINKS

CH. PARTREE COBBLER

MT. PAUL BRIDGET

ROBINCOTT TROTTER

ROBINCOTT FERRY LYNE

CH. M. PAUL ANDERSON

TARHEEL'S TEMPEST

Dam:
CH. WENDOVER COBBLER

WENDOVER APPLE

ROBINCOTT TRUMP CARD

TARHEEL MINX
CH. BETHWAY'S ABBIE

Owner -
JANE M. ANDERSON
ANDERSCROFT KENNELS, REG.
PEQUOTSEPOS ROAD
MYSTIC, CONN.
(203) 536-9980

A.K.C.# - R 853567

Date of Birth -
2 APRIL 1970

Sex - FEMALE
Color - WHEATEN
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
BARBARA FOURNIER
BETHWAY KENNELS
BETHWAY ROAD
BETHANY, CONN.

Sire:
CH. BETHWAY'S MR. CRICKET

CH. BETHWAY'S JOHN

CH. BETHWAY'S PENCE

BETHWAY'S MANDY

CH. BETHWAY'S CRICKET

RAGUS BRANDY SNAP

RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

CH. AVERNEY VALLEY ALDER

RAGUS SWEET SUE

FLUELLEN HANDMADE

BEAUTY OF BERGHOTT

HUNSTON HIGH FLIER

CH. BETHWAY'S TONY

CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

WENSUM TINKER BELL

CH. WAVEY VALLEY ALDER

ROBINCOTT TANGO

CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE

CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

CH. BETHWAY'S MR. CHIPS

CH. BETHWAY'S CRICKET

CH. WAVEY VALLEY ALDER

HUNSTON HERALDA

COLONSAY FAD WAGGER

COLONSAY GRANNY

ELLEG SPRIUCE

RHEINE OF WAVEY VALLEY

COLONSAY LIMBO

ROBINCOTT TINKA
CH. BETHWAY'S RED BARON

Owner –
JANE M. ANDERSON
ANDERSCROFT KENNELS, REG.
PEQUOTSEPOS ROAD
MYSTIC, CONN.

A.K.C.# – R 925453

Date of Birth –
22 JULY 1971

Sex – Male
Color – Red
Ear Type – Drop Ear

Breeder –
BARBARA FOURNIER
BETHWAY KENNELS
BETHWAY ROAD
BETHANY, CONN.

Sire:
CH. NANNAN Hallelujah
NANNAN NIMBLE
NANNAN NIMROD
NANNAN NIMBUS
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. Waveney Valley Alder Sister
CH. Waveney Valley Alder

Dam:
BETHWAY'S PENSUM
CH. BETHWAY'S PENCE
WEN SUM TINKER BELL
CH. Waveney Valley Alder
ROBIN COTT TANGO
CH. GOTO GROUND WIDGE ON BUNNY
CH. RUGUS Gossip
CH. RUGUS Jimmy Jox
CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE
CH. COLONSAY LIMBO
CH. COLONSAY PINCHER
CH. COLONSAY'S JUMP
CH. COLONSAY'S DUMP
OWNER -
MRS. STEVENS BAIRD
MENDHAM ROAD
BERNARDSVILLLE
NEW JERSEY 07924
(201) 766-0046

A.K.C.# - R 692571

DATE OF BIRTH -
22 MARCH 1969

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
OWNER

Sire:
NANFAN TERRAPIN
CH. NANFAN HICKLE
NANFAN HAYSEED
FOXIUNTERS TALLY HO
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
GUMDROP
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
GOTOGROUND TIDDLY WINKS
CH. BETHWAY'S FOUNT
GEE GEE
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
GOTOGROUND TIDDLY WINKS
CH. PARTREE COBBLER
MT. PAUL BRIDGEBIT
CH. RED WRAITH
COLONSAY CAULK
GEORGE PINCH
CASTLE POINT TEAPOT

Dam:
CASTLE POINT WITHERS
CH. WENSOVER FOXHUNTER
WENSOVER APPLE
GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
CH. REDMOR RED RUFUS
CASTLE POINT TWINING
CASTLE POINT ULTRA
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. NANFAN NIMBUS
NANFAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
GOTOGROUND TIDDLY WINKS
CH. BETHWAY'S FOUNT
GEE GEE
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
GOTOGROUND TIDDLY WINKS
CH. PARTREE COBBLER
MT. PAUL BRIDGEBIT
CH. RED WRAITH
COLONSAY CAULK
GEORGE PINCH
CASTLE POINT TEAPOT
CH. BETHWAY'S WILLOW

Owner - MONIKA K. DOERK
A.K.C.# - R 869100
Date Of Birth - 8 March 1971
Sex - Female
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder - BARBARA FOURNIER
BETHWAY KENNELS
BETHWAY ROAD
BETHANY, CONNECTICUT

Sire:
CH. BETHWAY’S PENCE
{ CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE
{ CH. COLONSAIY KELLY’S EYE
{ CH. BETHWAY’S MR. CHIPS
{ CH. BETHWAY’S CRICKET
{ CH. BETHWAY’S PENSUM
{ CH. BETHWAY’S LITTLE MISTER
{ CH. BETHWAY’S THE DUKE
{ CH. BETHWAY’S NANCY
{ CH. BETHWAY’S NANCY SEE
{ WAVENAY VALLEY PANDY
{ COLONSAIY FAG WAGGER
{ COLONSAIY GRANNY
{ CH. BETHWAY’S PENCE
{ CH. BETHWAY’S PORTIA
{ RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
{ RAGUS BRANDYSNAP
{ CH. BETHWAY’S PENCE
{ WENSUM TINKER BELL
{ CH. BETHWAY’S TONY
{ CH. BETHWAY’S SCARLET
{ CH. BETHWAY’S TONY
{ CH. BETHWAY’S SCARLET
{ CH. BETHWAY KELLY’S BLINKEN
{ BETHWAY’S JESSICA

Dam:
BETHWAY’S DIXY
{ BETHWAY’S LITTLE MISS
{ BETHWAY’S LITTLE MISS NANCY SEE
{ BETHWAY’S NANCY

38
QUEEN'S GATE JONESIE GIRL

OWNER -
MRS. JOHN C. DOMBROSKI
'THE KNOLLS'
PROBST ROAD
PITTSFORD, N.Y. 14534
(716) 624-2780

A.K.C. # - R 818031

DATE OF BIRTH -
17 SEPTEMBER 1970

SEX - FEMALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
OWNER

Sire:

CH. CASTLE POINT ISQUANA

NANFAN TERRAPIN

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

FOXHUNTER TALLY HO

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

NANFAN HAYSEED

GUN DROP

WENDOVER FOXHUNTER

CH. REDNOR RED RUFUS

WENDOVER APPLE

CASTLE POINT ULTRA

CH. WINDSOR TWINING

ROBINCOTT TROTTER

ROBINCOTT TERRY LYNE

CH. WENDOVER FAVOR

ROBINCOTT TRUMP CARD

CH. WAVEERY VALLEY ALDER

WENDOVER TANGO

CH. HAVEN'S TIGER LILY

WENDOVER APPLE

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

NANFAN NIMBLE

CH. PANTREE COBBLER

NANFAN BREGT

NANFAN NIMBLE
CH. BADGEWOOD BLAKENEY

Owner -
MR. & MRS. PHILIP S. P. FELL
IN CARE OF JOHN V. PROVENS
SAGE GRAY TODD & SIMS
140 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 10005

A.K.C.# - R 824777

Date of Birth -
6 May 1970

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -
Owner

Sire:

CH. CHICKWORTH READY

KIRKBY FREDDY

KIRKBY TRESARDEN CURVET

Dam:

ENG. AM. CH. BADGEWOOD BONNIE

CH. NANFA NIMBLE

BADGEWOOD MISS POPPET

KIRKBY FREDDY

NANFA HANNAH

GOTOGROUND DIANA

GOTOGROUND MOLEY

CH. NANFA NIMBUS

HUNSTON HOOCH

FLUELEN READY-MADE

NANFA NIMBLE

NANFA HANNAH

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

CH. HUNSTON HEDGE BETTY

GOTOGROUND MOLEY

CH. NANFA NIMBUS

NANFA NIMROD

HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER

CH. BETHWAY'S PENCE

CH. BETHWAY'S PORTIA

CH. NEWRY'S M. M. THING

CH. NEWRY'S M. M. THING
ENG. AM. CH. BADGEWOOD BONNIE (IMP)

OWNER -
MR. & MRS. PHILIP S. P. FELL
IN CARE OF JOHN V. PROVENS
SAGE GRAY TODD & SIMS
140 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 10005

A.K.C. # - R 760103

DATE OF BIRTH -
30 OCTOBER 1967

SEX - FEMALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
OWNER

Sire:

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

NANFAN NIMBLE

CH. NANFAN NIMBUS

NANFAN HAYSEED

NANFAN NIMROD

HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER

Dam:

BADGEWOOD MISS POPPET

CH. BETWAY'S MR. CHIPS

CH. BETWAY'S PRECIOUS

CH. BETWAY'S PORTIA

CH. NEWBY'S M. ALEENAN

CH. NEWBY'S MRS. M. THING

BETWAY'S CHESS

GOTOGROUND GUNNER

CH. WAVENHEY VALLEY ALDER

CH. WOVENHEY VALLEY ALDER SISTE

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

NANFAN NETTLE

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

NANFAN NETTLE

CH. WOVENHEY VALLEY ALDER

HUNSTON HERALDA

CH. RADIUS JIMMY JOE

CH. COLONSAY KELLEY'S EYE

CH. BRIGHAM YOUNG

CH. COLONSAY KELLEY'S EYE

CH. BRIGHAM YOUNG

NEWBY'S FINNEGAN

RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

RAGUS BRANCYSNAP
CH. BADGEWOOD MISS ALICE

Owner:
MR. & MRS. PHILIP S. P. FELL
IN CARE OF JOHN V. PROVENS
SAGE GRAY TODD & SIMS
140 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 10005

A.K.C.# - R 895713

Date of Birth:
26 AUGUST 1971

Sex - Female
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:
CH. CASTLE BROWN

NANLEY CASTLE BROWN
NANLEY Nymph

Dam:
CH. BADGEWOOD KING'S LYN

ENG. CH. IDLEWOOD READY

KIRKBY FREDDIE
KIRKBY TRISARDEN CURVET

ENG. CH. NANNAN HECKLE

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY
GOTOGROUND VIXEN
WAVENBY VALLEY DITCHER
NANFAN BRAMBLE
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HAYSEED
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. NANNAN NIMBUS
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HANNAH

ENG. CH. NANNAN HECKLE

BADGEWOOD MISS POPPET
CH. BETHWAY'S MR. CHIPS
CH. NEWRY'S MRS. M. THING
CH. BADGEWOOD MONTY COLLINS

Owner -
MR. & MRS. PHILIP S.P. FELL
IN CARE OF JOHN V. PROVENS
SAGE GRAY TODD & SIMS
140 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 10005

A.K.C. # - R 895713

Date Of Birth -
26 August 1971

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -
Owner

Sire:
CH. CHICKWORTH NIMROD

\{ NAPAN NIMROD \}

\{ HANLEY CASTLE BROOK \}
\{ NAPAN NECTAR \}
\{ ENG. CH. NAPAN HECKLE \}
\{ NAPAN NEEDLE \}

\{ ENG. CH. GOGGROUNDER TRUE BLUE \}
\{ ENG. CH. GOGGROUNDER VIXEN \}

CH. GOGGROUNDER WIDGEON RUNNY
GOGGROUNDER JIVE
WAVENY VALLEY DITCHER
NAPAN HAYSEED
NAPAN NIMBLE
NAPAN HAYSEED
NAPAN NIMBUS

Dam:
CH. BADGEWOOD KING'S LYNN

\{ ENG. CH. BADGEWOOD BONNIE \}

\{ ENG. CH. BADGEWOOD KING'S LYNN \}
\{ CH. BADGEWOOD MISS POPPET \}

\{ CH. BETWAY'S MR. CHIPS \}
CH. NEWRY'S MRS. M. THING
CH. NEWRY'S MRS. M. THING
Owner:
MR. & MRS. PHILIP S. P. FELL
IN CARE OF JOHN V. PROVENS
SAGE GRAY TODD & SIMS
140 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 10005

A.K.C. # - R 815401

Date of Birth -
3 JUNE 1968

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -
MISS A. L. HAZELDINE

---

Sire:

HANLEYC A STLE BROOK

CH. GOTOGROUND TRUE BLUE

CH. GOTOGROUND VIXEN

CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY

CH. GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

RAGUS MERRY MAID

RAGUS MERRY MAID

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER

WAVENEY VALLEY JOSIE

WAVENEY VALLEY JOSIE

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER

NANFAN NECTAR

NANFAN GRAMBLE

NANFAN NIMBLE

GOTOGROUND MOLEY

CH. NANFAN NIMBUS

Dam:

NANFAN NYMPH

CH. NANFAN HECKLE

CH. NANFAN NIMBUS

NANFAN HAYSEED

GOTOGROUND MOLEY

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER SISTER

NANFAN NEEDE L

NANFAN NIMROD

HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER

GOTOGROUND GUNNER

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER SISTER

NANFAN NETTLE
CH. BETHWAY'S RINGO

Owner -
BARBARA FOURNIER
BETHWAY KENNELS
PO BOX 4865 - SANTA FE
NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 982-1523

A.K.C.# - R677822

Date of Birth -
15 OCTOBER 1968

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
ALOYSE H. POMEROY

Sire:
CH. BETHWAY'S PENCE
CH. BETHWAY'S JOHN
BETHWAY'S MANDY

Dam:
CH. COLONSAY JIMMY JOE
CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE
CH. COLONSAY MR. CHIPS
CH. COLONSAY CRICKET
WAVENAY VALLEY MYSKIRK
CH. COLONSAY ORDERLEY DOG
COLONSAY MINGE
HANLEY CASTLE BROCK
GOTOGROUND CUCKOO

RAGUS SWEET WILLIAM
WAVENAY VALLEY PANDY
COLONSAY FAG WAGGER
COLONSAY GRANNY
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNTY
RAGUS BRANDY SNAP
CH. WAVENAY VALLEY ALDER
CH. WAVENAY VALLEY GYPSY
CH. COLONSAY JUNIOR
WUMPITY DUMPTY
GOTOGROUND TRUE BLUE
NANFAN NECTAR
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
LESNOR GAY MADAM

45
AM. CH. NANFAN MUSTARD (IMP)

Owner -
MRS. ALICE W. LADD
'ALADDIN KENNELS'
MENDHAM ROAD
MENDHAM, N.J. 07945
(201) 766-1990

A.K.C.# - RA 12607

Date Of Birth -
4 NOVEMBER 1971

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -
MRS. M.J. TAYLOR
STANDHALL COTTAGE
BERROW, MALVERN,
WORCS. U.K.
(BIRTSMORTEN 314)

Sire:

CH. NANFAN NERINE

NANFAN HAYSEED

NANFAN NIMRIM

NANFAN NIMROD

HUNSTON HEDGE WARSLEY

GOTOGROUND MOLEY

GOTOGROUND GUNNER

CH. WAVELEY VALLEY ALDER SISTER

CH. GOTOGROUND WINGLETON BUNNY

NANFAN NETTLE

CH. WAVELEY VALLEY ALDER

HUNSTON HERALDA

DAM:

MINTON MARYANNE

MINTON MUFFIN

ASTWICK TOMMY

ASTWICK ROSETTE

CH. NANFAN HALLELUJA

DALRY THOMASINA

DALRY THE MIDGE

DALRY GOLDEN GLINT

DALRY GEORGINA FOGGIE

DALRY THE ROSE

NANFAN NIMBLE

NANFAN HAYSEED

GUTHRIE JUGGLER
ENG. AM. CH. NANFAN NOGBAD THE BAD (IMP)

Owner -
ALICE W. & JULIA W. LADD
'ALADDIN KENNELS'
MENDHAM ROAD
MENDHAM, N.J. 07945
(201) 766-1990

A.K.C.# - R 831277

Date of Birth -
28 AUGUST 1967

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -
MRS. M. J. TAYLOR
STANDHALL COTTAGE,
BERROW, MALVERN,
WORCS, U.K.
(BIRTMORTEN 314)

Sire: CH. NANNAN HECKLE
{ NANNAN HAYSEED
{ CH. NANNAN NIMBUS
{ NANNAN NIMROD
{ HUNSTON HEDGE WARBALER
{ CH. WAVELEY VALLEY ALDER
{ CH. GOTGREND WIDGEON BUNNY
{ NANNAN Nettle
{ CH. GOTGREND WIDGEON BUNNY
{ NANNAN Nettle
{ CH. WAVELEY VALLEY ALDER
{ HUNSTON HERALDA
{ RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
{ GOTGREND TIDDY WINKS
{ ELEL SPRUCE
{ PENNIE OF WAVELEY VALLEY
{ CH. GOTGREND FOXXHUNTER
{ RAGUS MERRY MAID
{ ELEL SPRUCE
{ NANNAN Nettle

Dam: NANNAN NEEDLE
{ CH. NANNAN NIMBUS
{ NANNAN Nettle
{ CH. WAVELEY VALLEY ALDER SISTER
{ CH. GOTGREND WIDGEON BUNNY
{ NANNAN Nettle
{ NANNAN Nettle
{ CH. GOTGREND WIDGEON BUNNY
{ NANNAN Nettle
{ ELEL SPRUCE
{ PENNIE OF WAVELEY VALLEY
{ RAGUS MERRY MAID
{ ELEL SPRUCE
{ NANNAN Nettle

OLIVER TWIST (KNOLLWOOD'S DON JUAN)

OWNER -
ERNESTINE M. LYMAN
307 NORTH AVENUE
WESTON, MASS. 02193
(603) 899-1189

A.K.C. # - R 838592

DATE OF BIRTH -
28 SEPTEMBER 1970

SEX - MALE
COLOR - WHEATEN
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
BRUNNHILDE COHAN
MELBOURNE
AUSTRALIA

Sire:

KNOLLWOOD'S BELMONT

CH. BETHWAY'S MR. KENNEDY
CH. BETHWAY'S PENCE
CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE
CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

CH. BETHWAY'S PORTIA
CH. BRIGHAM YOUNG
CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

CH. BETHWAY'S POUND
CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE
CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

MAY APPLE
CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE
CH. CASTLEPOINT SIMON
ABERFITCH MATILDA

ABERFITCH ABBY

Dam:

MAY APPLE

CH. BETHWAY'S POUND

CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE
CH. TUFF
CH. PARTREE SPARKLE
CH. NEWRY'S MALEENA

CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE
CH. COLONSAY GRANNY

ABERFITCH MATILDA
ABERFITCH ABBY

MT. PAUL AMBER
CH. WENDOVER HALF POUND

OWNER -
MRS. STANFORD C. MALLORY
PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD
MENDHAM, N.J. 07945
(201) 543-4011

A.K.C.# - R 583647

DATE OF BIRTH -
12 DECEMBER 1967

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
OWNER

Sire:
CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE
CH. BETHWAY'S POUND

CH. RAGUS SWEET WILLIAM
RAGUS SWEET SUE
WAVEREY VALLEY PANDY
TANNER OF WAVEREY VALLEY

COLONSAY DICKY FLUTTER
COLONSAY COPPA DAK
COLONSAY FLIP
MANNER MARCH PAST

RAGUS SWEET WILLIAM
WAVEREY VALLEY PANDY

Dam:
WENDOVER ELIZA
MT. PAUL BRIDGET

CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE
CH. BETHWAY'S POUND

CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

COLONSAY FAG WAGGER
COLONSAY GRANNY

GEORGE PINCH
CASTLE POINT TRIVET

COPPER PINCH
SOPHIE PINCH

CH. CASTLE POINT SIMON
CASTLE POINT SYLVIA

49
CH. ICKWORTH REDFOX PHILLIP(IMP)

Owner -
CAROLYN C. MARKHAM
REDFOX KENNELS
RED FOX HILL
FLANDERS, N.J., 07836
(201) 584-5255

A.K.C.# - R 957254

Date of Birth -
26 SEPTEMBER 1971

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Drop Ear

Breeder -
MR. & MRS. G. HAZELGROVE
ENGLAND

Sire:
ICKWORTH JUNIPER

ENG.CH. ICKWORTH READY

KIRKBY FREDDY
KIRKBY TRESARDEN CURVET

ENG.CH. COLOSAY BLUEMARKING LADY JANE

HANLEYCASTLE BROCK
GOTOGROUND CUCKOO

Dam:
ICKWORTH PENELIPE

ENG.CH. COLOSAY RED TABS

COLOSAY POP

ENG.CH. COLOSAY ORDERLEY DOG

COLOSAY PRETTY PRETTIES
COLOSAY YOTTIE

ENG.CH. COLOSAY ORDERLEY DOG

ENG.CH. BRIANSTON BELINDA

WAVENEY VALLEY MYMARK

COLOSAY MINGE
NUT BROWN
GOLD DUST

NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HANNAH
KIRKBY FREDDY
GOTOGROUND DIANA
ENG.CH. GOTOGROUND TRUE BLUE
NANFAN HECTAR
ENG.CH. GOTOGROUND WIDGEON BUNNY
ENG.CH. HUNSTON HEDGE BETTY
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HANNAH
ENG.CH. COLOSAY ORDERLEY DOG
ENG.CH. BRIANSTON BELINDA
WAVENEY VALLEY MYMARK
COLOSAY MINGE
NUT BROWN
GOLD DUST
Owner -
CAROLYN C. MARKHAM
REDFOX KENNELS
RED FOX HILL
FLANDERS, N.J. 07836
(201) 584-5255

A.K.C.# - R 976312

Date of Birth -
16 JUNE 1972

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:

ENG. AM. CH. NANFAN HOGBAD
THE BAD

NANFAN HECKLE
NANFAN HAYSEED
NANFAN NEEDLE
NANFAN NIMBUS

GOTOGROUND MOLEY
NANFAN NIMBUS
NANFAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER
GOTOGROUND GUNNER
WAVERLY VALLEY ALDER SISTER
GOTOGROUND WIRKEDEN RAINY
NANFAN NETTLE
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HANNAH
KIRKBY FREDDY
GOTOGROUND DIANA
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HAYSEED
NANFAN HECKLE
NANFAN NEEDLE
NANFAN NIMBUS

Dam:

ICKWORTH BLUEMARKING BRIAR

NANFAN NYPHI
NANFAN HECKLE
NANFAN NEEDLE

GOTOGROUND MOLEY
NANFAN NIMBUS
NANFAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER
GOTOGROUND GUNNER
WAVERLY VALLEY ALDER SISTER
GOTOGROUND WIRKEDEN RAINY
NANFAN NETTLE
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HANNAH
KIRKBY FREDDY
GOTOGROUND DIANA
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HAYSEED
NANFAN HECKLE
NANFAN NEEDLE
NANFAN NIMBUS
CH. CASTLE POINT INDIGO

Owner -
ALVIN W. McGEE
DORLAND KENNELS
RD 1, HOPEWELL,
NEW JERSEY 08525
(609) 466-0792

A.K.C.# - R 808106

Date Of Birth -
7 OCTOBER 1970

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
MRS. STEVENS BAIRD
CASTLE POINT KENNELS
BERNARDSVILLE
NEW JERSEY
(201) 766-0046

Sire:

CH. NANNAN HOCUS
NANNAN TERRAPIN

CH. NANNAN HOCUS
NANNAN HECKLE
NANNAN HAYSEED

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
FOXHUNTER TALLY HO
GUM DROP

CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER
WENDOVER APPLE

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER
CH. RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
GOTOGROUND TIDDLY WINKS
CH. BETHWAY'S POUND
GEE GEE
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
GOTOGROUND TIDDLY WINKS
CH. PARTREE COBBLER
M. P. PAUL BRIDGET
CH. RED WRAITH
COLONISAY CAULK
GEORGE PINCH
CASTLE POINT TEAPOT

Dam:

CH. NANNAN HOCUS
NANNAN TERRAPIN

CASTLE POINT WITHERS
CASTLE POINT TWINS
CASTLE POINT ULTRA

CH. REDNORS RED RUFUS
CH. RED WRAITH
COLONISAY CAULK
GEORGE PINCH
CASTLE POINT TEAPOT

52
MADROOFS BEN

Owner -
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM B. McILVAINE, JR.
385 KING MUIR ROAD
LAKE FOREST, ILL. 60045
(312) 234-6868

A.K.C.# - RL 432647

Date Of Birth -
27 September 1973

Sex - Male
Color - RED WHEATEN
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
Owner

Sire:
ENGL. CH. NANFAN HAYRAKE

NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN NIMBUS
NANFAN HAYSEED
HUNCHETT HEDGE WARBLER

Dam:
CH. NANFAN HOPPOCKET

NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN NIMBUS
NANFAN HAYSEED
CH. CASTLE POINT TANTRUM
CH. CASTLE POINT SICKLE

GEORGE PINCH
CASTLE POINT TRIVET
CH. BETHWAY'S BOUND
CH. PARTREE SPARKLE
OWNER:
MRS. DEBORAH SOUTER
PROVINCE LINE ROAD
PRINCETON, N.J. 08540
(609) 924-4494

A.K.C.# - RA 74039

DATE OF BIRTH -
24 JANUARY 1973

SEX - FEMALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
ELIZABETH STETSON
DRAKE'S CORNER ROAD
PRINCETON, N.J. 08540
(609) 921-9148

Sire:

CH. NANNFAN HECKLE

NANNFAN NIMBLE
NANNFAN HAYSEED

NANNFAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER

GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. WLYN VALLEY ALDER SISTER

GOTOGROUND NANNFAN NIMBUS
NANNFAN NETTLE

CH. NANNFAN HECKLE
FOXHUNTER'S TALLY HO

CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER
Hopeland Twining

CH. WENDOVER CORBLER

CASTLE POINT WITHERS
GINGER

MAMNAN TERRAPIN

CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA

SIGNACH FOXY

SIGNACH RON TU

ROBINCOFF TRUMP CARD

TAIREEL MINX
Owner -
IOLA STETSON
DRAKE'S CORNER ROAD
PRINCETON, N.J. 08540
(609) 921-9148

A.K.C.# - R 709858

Date of Birth -
24 APRIL 1968

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
PHILENA F. LOCKE (DEC.)
PRINCETON, N.J.

Sire:

CH. WENDOVER COBBLER

CH. PARTRICK COBBLER

RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

GOTOGROUND FOXHUNTER

GOTOGROUND TIDDLYWINKS

CH. WAVELEY VALLEY ALDER

WENDOVER APPLE

MT. PAUL BRIDGET

RAGUS SWEET SUE

ROBINCOTT TROTTER

ROBINCOTT TRUMPCARD

ROBINCOTT TERRYLYNE

ROBINCOTT TYNOTHY TITUS

GINGER

CH. MT. PAUL ANDERSON

ROBINCOTT TEAZEL

TARHEEL MINX

TARHEEL'S TEMPEST

WENSUM TIGER LILY
CH. MT. PAUL ROWDY

Owner –
MRS. JOHN L. WINSTON
MT. PAUL FARM
GLADSTONE
NEW JERSEY 07934
(201) 234-0666

A.K.C.# – R 951646

Date of Birth –
14 APRIL 1972

Sex – MALE
Color – RED
Ear Type – DROP EAR

Breeder –
Owner

Sire:
ENG. AM. CH. NANFAN NOGBAD THE BAD

NANFAN HAYSEED
NANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN NIMBUS

NANFAN NEEDLE

GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. NANFAN NIMBUS

CH. NANFAN NIMROD
NUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER

GOTOGROUND GUNNER
CH. WAVENY VALLEY ALDERSISTER

CH. WOTOGROUND WIGGEDON BUNNY
NANFAN NETTLE

CH. ROBINCOTT TROTTER
ROBINCOTT TERRYLYNE

ROBINCOTT TANGO

CH. WATRENY VALLEY ALDER

CH. WOTANFAN NIMBLE
NANFAN HAYSEED

NANFAN NEEDLE
GOTOGROUND MOLEY
CH. NANFAN NIMBUS

Dam:
CH. MT. PAUL. NANFAN, WTC.

TARREELS HIGH TRUMP

WENSWUM TIGER LILY

CH. NANFAN HECKLE
CH. ROBINCOTT TRUMP CARD

ENG. AM. CH. NANFAN MYAD

NANFAN NEEDLE

WORKING TERRIER CERTIFICATE
Owner -
MRS. JOHN L. WINSTON
MT. PAUL FARM
GLADSTONE
NEW JERSEY 07934
(201) 234-0666

A.K.C.# - R 985686

Date of Birth -
18 JULY 1972

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - DROP EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:
CH. CASTLE POINT IGUANA
Castle Point Withers

CH. WENDOVER FOXHUNTER
WENDOVER APPLE
CH. REDOR RED RUFUS
CASTLE POINT ULTRA

CH. NANNAN HECKLE
GUTSGROUND FOXHUNTER
GUMDROP

CH. NANNAN HAYSEED

NANNAN NIMBLE

NANNAN TERRY

FOXHUNTERS TALLY HO

Dam:

CH. NANNAN HECKLE
NANNAN HAYSEED

CH. NANNAN NIMBLE

GUTSGROUND FOXHUNTER
GUMDROP

NANNAN NIMROD
HUNSTON HEDGE WARBLER
RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY
GUTSGROUND TIDDLY WINKS
CH. BETHWAY'S POUND
GEE GEE
NANFAN TERRAPIN (IMP)

Owner:
MRS. JOHN L. WINSTON
MT. PAUL FARM
GLADSTONE, N.J. 07934
(201) 234-0666

A.K.C. # - R 562326

Date of Birth -
3 JULY 1967

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ears Type - DROP EAR

Breeder:
MRS. M. J. TAYLOR
WORCESTERSHIRE ENGLAND

Sire:
CH. NANFAN HECKLE

NANFAN HAYSEED

CH. NANFAN NIMROD

HUNSTON HEDGEWARBLER

GOTOGROUND MOLEY

CH. NANFAN NIMBUS

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER SISTER

GOTOGROUND GUNNER

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER

FOGHUNTER

GOTOGROUND TEDDYWINS

RAGUS SOLOMON GRUNDY

CH. WAVENEY VALLEY ALDER

GUMDROP

CH. BETHWAY'S POUND

CH. RAGUS JIMMY JOE

FOXHUNTER'S TALLY HO

CH. CASTLE POINT SIMON

GEE GEE

CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE

GINGER

58
OWNER -
MRS. DOROTHY S. YOUNG
69 FIVE MILE RIVER ROAD
DARIEN, CONN. 06820
(203) 655-3847

A.K.C.# - R 390464

DATE OF BIRTH -
14 MAY 1964

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - DROP EAR

BREEDER -
MRS. STANFORD C. MALLORY
WENDOVER FARM
MENDHAM, NEW JERSEY
(201) 543-4011

Sire:
GOTGRIDFOXHUNTER

CH. PARTREE CROSSLER

ELEL. SPRIICE
FENNE OF WAVENY VALLEY
CONGHAM BINDER
RAGUS SHANDY GAFF

GOTGRID TIDDLY WINKS

WAVENY VALLEY ALDER
RAGUS MERRYNAID

RAGUS SLOWDEN GRUNGEY
RAGUS SWEET SUE

CH. COBBLER OF BOXTED
CORRY PINCH

GEORGE PINCH
CASTLE POINT TRIVET

CH. CASTLE POINT SIMON
CASTLE POINT SLYVIA

Dam:
WENDOVER APPLE

MT. PAUL BRIDGET

BULGER OF BOXTED
COLOSAY CANTEEK EGGS
TRUMP OF BOXTED
PEGGY PINCH

CH. COBBLER OF BOXTED

COPPER PINCH
SOPHIE PINCH
Owner -
JON BARTON
REISTERSTOWN KENNEL
259 OLD HANOVER ROAD
REISTERSTOWN, MD 21136

A.K.C. # - R 833657

Date of Birth -
13 MAY 1970

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
Owner

Sire:
KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE QUILL
CH. UPLAND SPRING COKKEMORE
CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGGIE
CH. KILDOON RUSTLER
BEAVER OF KING'S PREVENTION
CH. RADIUS GOODFELLOW
CH. UPLAND SPRING COKKEMORE
QUARTZHILL GINCE
CRISP OF REDCOTT
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOKK II
CH. PINK LADY
HARDY OF KING'S PREVENTION
CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE QUILL
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGGIE
CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGGIE

Dam:
BARTON'S MINI SKIRT MINI

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR

KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR
CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGGIE
CH. PEBERTON TIMARE
CH. DK. LITTLE TAMMY BARTON
CH. PECKTON TIMARE
MELINDA OF OAKLEY
CH. OAKLEY KIRK
CH. WHEATNOR MERLIN
CH. INTERFIELDS HANNI (IMP)

Owner:
O.A. BLIZNICK
RD 1 BOX 294 B
LAMBERTVILLE
NEW JERSEY 08530
(609) 737-3675

A.K.C. # - R 825301

Date of Birth -
15 AUGUST 1970

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
MR. & MRS. C.H. HAMMERSLEY
WOODSIDE, 96 WILDEN LANE
STOURPORT ON SEVERN
WORCESTER COUNTY
UNITED KINGDOM

Sire:
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

CH. RAGUS RAVENS WING
INT. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
CH. RAGUS WHEATNOR RAVEN
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB
CH. RAGUS GREAT JOY

Dam:
INTERFIELDS HAYMAKER
CH. WHINLATTER JESSE

INTERFIELDS HAUNTING MELODY

CH. WHINLATTER HERALD

CH. WHINLATTER JULIE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

INT. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HOKIE

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER JASON

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HANNAH
CH. JOCK SCOT'S KAMBERLEE

Owner -
O.A.BLIZNICK
RD 1 BOX 294 B
LAMBERTVILLE
NEW JERSEY 08530
( 609 ) 737-3675

A.K.C.# - R 837752

Date Of Birth -
30 OCTOBER 1970

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
PATRICIA & C.S.KAMMLER
BEAU RUN FARM
SUNSET ROAD
SKILLMAN, N.J.08558
( 201 ) 234-0754

Sire:
CH, RAGUS. GOODFELLOW (U.K.)

RAGUS GREAT GUY
Foxy Brook Gene

CH, OAKLEY KIRK
CH, UPLAND SPRING SASSY CAT
CH, UPLAND SPRING RED SPINNER

RAGUS REGAL SIXPENCE
FARNDON GAY GIRL
RAGUS RED PEPPER
FARNDON GRISELDA
QUARTZHILL QUINCE (U.K.)
FAUQUIER VIXEN
CH, WHINLETTER TRYO (U.K.)
CH, UPLAND SPRING QUEEN BESS
CH, FARNDON ROMSO (U.K.)
HALFWAY CRUMPET
QUARTZHILL NEP (U.K.)
CHOF COOSAW
QUARTZHILL QUINCE (U.K.)
FAUQUIER VIXEN
CH, HALFWAY APPLE PIE
TID BIT

Dam:
TINKER BELL TRAVELER

PATRICK O'TOOLE
PETSY PIPER JONES
FAUQUIER SANDY
MOLLY MALONEY

HALFWAY PANCAKE
QUARTZHILL NEP (U.K.)
CHOF COOSAW
QUARTZHILL QUINCE (U.K.)
FAUQUIER VIXEN
CH, HALFWAY APPLE PIE
TID BIT
CHIDLEY RAMBLING ROSIE

Owner –
BARBARA W. DAVIS
RTE.1 BOX 142
WEST END – N.C. 27376

A.K.C.# – RA 31462

Date Of Birth –
25 OCTOBER 1972

Sex – FEMALE
Color – RED
Ear Type – PRICK EAR

Breeder –
MRS. CURTIS READ
48 BERRY HILL ROAD
OYSTER BAY, N.Y. 11771
(516) 922-4557

Sire:
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTANIA
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
FOXYBROOK EMINA

CH. QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB
FOXYBROOK ESTHER

CH. QUARTZHILL Box
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTANIA
CH. QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS

DAM:
QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID
QUARTZHILL MELLET

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTANIA
RAEGUS GOLDILOCKS

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTANIA
CH. QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTANIA
CH. QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS
RAEGUS GOLDILOCKS

QUARTZHILL SCAMMONY
QUARTZHILL MANKA
CH. RAEGUS REGAL SIXPENCE
FOXYBROOK GENE

63
CH. WITCHWOODS PABLO

Owner -
BARBARA W. DAVIS
RTE, 1 BOX 142
WEST END - N.C. 27376

A.K.C. # - R 858219

Date of Birth -
22 JULY 1971

Sex - Male
Color - Red Grizzle
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
JANE DELANO RIDDER
233 SALEM CHURCH ROAD
ST. PAUL, MINN.

Sire:
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
QUARTZHILL BOX
QUARTZHILL DELROSE OF GOLDCROSS
CH. WHINLATTER CANDE
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER CORIN
DELMA OF GOLDCROSS
RAGUS ROUGH RIDER
FOXYBROOK EVELYN
FOXYBROOK ESTHER
FOXYBROOK EMONE

Dam:
CH. BLU FROST PETER PIPER
CH. CHIDLEY TWIGGY
CH. BLU FROST FOXY
CH. CHIDLEY GEORGE GORDON
CH. BLU FROST ASANDA
CH. BLU FROST AMANDA
CH. BLU FROST HITCHIE
CH. BLU FROST HITCHIE
CH. BLU FROST PRINCE
CH. BLU FROST PIPER
CH. BLU FROST PRINCE
CH. BADGEWOOD BRAMBLE

Owner -
MR. & MRS. PHILIP S. P. FELL
IN CARE OF JOHN V. PROVENS
SAGE GRAY TODD & SIMS
140 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 10005

A.K.C. # - R 926342

Date of Birth -
19 SEPTEMBER 1971

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Bred By -
E. H. ROBERTS

Sire:
JERICHO THRUPENCE OF BADGEWOOD (ENG)
CH. INTERFIELDS HALIF A-BOB
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE
CH. WHINLATTER HEMP
JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY
JERICHO LUCKY

Dam:
RED CLAY GINGER MUFFIN
CH. RED RAVEN
CH. UPLAND SPRING HAZEL FLY
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
ENGL. CH. RAGUS GOOFELLOW
ENGL. AM. CH. RAGUS GOOFELLOW
CH. REYNARD OF OAKLEY
CH. UPLAND SPRING WITCH GOLD

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTULLUS
CHARING CROSS BACCO (U.S.A.)
WHINLATTER CHARITY
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER HURRY
HEATH TINKER (U.S.A.)
RECKLAW ZORA
RAGUS GREAT GUY
FOX BROOK GENE
CH. REYNARD OF OAKLEY
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
RAGUS GREAT GUY
FOX BROOK GENE
CH. REYNARD OF OAKLEY
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
CH. EDMAR'S TWIST OF PEPPMINT

Owner -
MR. & MRS. MARTIN W. FINLEY
48 SOUTH DRIVE
HIGHTSTOWN, N.J.
(609) 443-3259

A.K.C.# - RA 21220

Date of Birth -
7 APRIL 1972

Sex - MALE
Color - WHEATEN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
EDWARD L. HAMM
194 PENNINGTON RD.
HOPEWELL, N.J. 08525
(609) 466-2015

Sire:
CH. SHAWNEE'S CRICKET

CH. LONGWAY'S FELIX

WHINLATTER NESTA

CH. LONGWAYS PANDORA

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

CH. WHINLATTER CLIPPA

CHARING CROSS RACCIO

CHARING CROSS CHATELAINE

CH. UPLAND SPRING DEMON

CHARING CROSS CHRISTMAS CAROL

WHINLATTER CHARADE

CARNODU CHRISTMAS CAROL

CH. RAGUS GODOFELLOW

RAGUS GREAT GUY

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

FOXYBROOK GENE

CH. UPLAND SPRING SASSY CAT

CH. UPLAND SPRING RED SPINNER

CARNODU CHRISTMAS CAROL

RIVERSIDE WHISKERS II

INKY BOY OF OAKLEY

CH. RAGUS GREAT GUY

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

CH. BETHWAY'S SPICE

WENSLUM TIGER LILY

Dam:

CH. SHAWNEE'S CRICKET

WHINLATTER NESTA

CH. LONGWAYS PANDORA

CH. WHINLATTER HIKER

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

CH. WHINLATTER CLIPPA

CHARING CROSS RACCIO

CHARING CROSS CHATELAINE

CH. UPLAND SPRING DEMON

CHARING CROSS CHRISTMAS CAROL

WHINLATTER CHARADE

CARNODU CHRISTMAS CAROL

CH. RAGUS GODOFELLOW

RAGUS GREAT GUY

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

FOXYBROOK GENE

CH. UPLAND SPRING SASSY CAT

CH. UPLAND SPRING RED SPINNER

CARNODU CHRISTMAS CAROL

RIVERSIDE WHISKERS II

INKY BOY OF OAKLEY

CH. BETHWAY'S SPICE

WENSLUM TIGER LILY

66
Owner -  
PETER R. GIMBEL  
8 EAST 75TH STREET  
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021  

A.K.C. # - R 651604  

Date Of Birth -  
7 FEBRUARY 1968  

Sex - Male  
Color - RED  
Ear Type - PRICK EAR  

Breeder -  
MRS. M. FISHER MAY  

Sire:  
WHINLATTER COMEDY  
WHINLATTER COPY  

CH. WHINLATTER CAMARADE  
ENG. AM. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER  
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS  
CH. WHINLATTER CASEY  
CH. WHINLATTER CORAL  

CH. WHINLATTER COB  
ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO  
CH. BOSIER WANGER  
MARYGOLO OF KELDONBAE  
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE  
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS  
CH. WHINLATTER CASEY  
CH. WHINLATTER CORAL  

Dam:  
WHINLATTER CLOUD  
WHINLATTER COPY  

INT. CH. WHINLATTER HERALD  
CH. WHINLATTER HYMN  
CH. WHINLATTER CANDID  
CH. WHINLATTER CANDID  
CH. WHINLATTER CANDID  

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE  
ENG. AM. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER  
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS  
CH. WHINLATTER JASON  
WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HANNAH  
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE  
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS  
CH. WHINLATTER CASEY  
CH. WHINLATTER CORAL  

67
CH. GRANGE TALLY HO

OWNER -
MRS. SYDNEY W. GLASS
GRANGE KENNELS
BOHEMIA CHURCH ROAD
WARWICK, MARYLAND 21912
(301) 275-2249

A.K.C.# - RA 93336

DATE OF BIRTH -
21 OCTOBER 1972

SEX - FEMALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

Sire:
STONEY MEADOWS DEVON

{ CH. GRANGE CURRENT BUN

SHAWNEE'S SUNSHINE BISCUIT

CH. SHAWNEE'S CRICKET

CH. NOD HILL'S BISCUIT

QUARTZHILL BOX

QUARTZHILL DIL ROSE OF GOLDENCROSS

CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

BRADASH GAY GIRL

BLU-FOST PETER PIPER

CH. NOD HILL'S BISCUIT

CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

WHINLATTER HESTA

BRAMBLEWYCK GRAHAM CRACKER

BLU-FOST KATHIE

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA

DUSKIE OF REDCOTT

CH. WHINLATTER CORIN

DELMA OF GOLDENCROSS

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE MIKER

CH. LONGWAYS PANDORA

BRADASH WHISKEY

JERicho GIN

Dam:
GRANGE PINAFORE

{ CH. GRANGE CURRENT BUN

HIGH TOP'S GRANGE GAMBIT

BRADASH GAY GIRL

68
Owner:
MRS. WILLARD K. GRIFFIN
321 CONESTOGA ROAD
DEVON, PENNA. 19333
(215) 647-5471

A.K.C. # - RA 63202

Date of Birth -
14 APRIL 1973

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:
CH.GRANGE POPOVER
CH.GRANGE CURRANT RUN
PEPPERMINT PATTY OF GRANGE
HIGH TOR'S GRANGE GAMBIT
GRANGE CHARLIE BROWN
GRANGE MOPPET
CH. SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN
CH. LONGWAYS FELIX
BRADASH GAY GIRL
CILKING'S PREVENTION JOLLY RAGUS
KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA
RUDOLPH
LONGWAYS MELETA
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDLE
CH. WHINLATTER COB
CH. RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL
CILKING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE
MELINDA OF OAKLEY

Dam:
KING'S PREVENTION WHISKEY
CH. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
RAGUS ROSE HONEY
CH. KING'S PREVENTION HAPPY BEAR
KING'S PREVENTION JILL
CHAGLEY LITTLE TAMMY BARTON
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CH. SHAWNEE'S BLAZER

Owner:
MRS. S. POWEL GRIFFITTS
7906 ST. MARTINS LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 19118
(215) 242-0248

A.K.C. # - RA 22212

Date of Birth -
22 OCTOBER 1972

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ears Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
Owner

Sire:
CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

CH. SHAWNEE'S CRICKET

CH. WHINLATTER MESTA (UK)

CH. LONGWAYS PANDORA

CHARING CROSS BACCIO

CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARLON

DH. WHINLATTER COS

CH. WHINLATTER SNIPER

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CARNOU CHRISTMAS CAROL

CH. THORNDALE ALERT

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN

CH. UPLAND SPRING QUEEN BESS

CH. UPLAND SPRING RED FOX

CH. UPLAND SPRING RED SPINNER

CH. WHINLATTER JOEY

CH. WHINLATTER JANET

CH. WHINLATTER CHAOS

CH. WHINLATTER JANET

CH. BLU-PRESTO AMANDA

Dam:
CH. UPLAND SPRING CROCKER

BRAMBLEWYCK GRAHAM CRACKER

CH. UPLAND SPRING RED FOX

CH. UPLAND SPRING RED SPINNER

CH. WHINLATTER JOEY

CH. WHINLATTER JANET

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER JANET

CH. BLU-PRESTO AMANDA

CH. WHINLATTER JANET

CH. BLU-PRESTO AMANDA
CH. SHAWNEE’S CRICKET

Owner –
MRS. S. POWEL GRIFFITTS
7906 ST. MARTINS LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 19118
(215) 242-0248

A.K.C. # – R 539355

Date Of Birth –
12 MARCH 1967

Sex – Male
Color – Red
Ear Type – Prick Ear

Breeder –
Owner

Sire:

CH. WHINLATTER COB
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. OAKLEY KIRK
CH. LONGWAYS PANDORA
CH. WHINLATTER CLIPA
CHARING CROSS BACCIO (U.S.A.)
CHARING CROSS CHATELAINE
AM. CH. UPLAND SPRING DEMON
AM. CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
AM. CH. UPLAND SPRING LITTLE CHAP
DAME ELAINE
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
WHINLATTER CRAKER OF TURTILLUS
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
WHINLATTER HYMN

Dam:

WHINLATTER HESTA (U.K.)
CAINGU CHRISTMAS CARILLON
CAINGU CHRISTMAS CAROL

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

GIL SANCALBECK LANCER
QUARTZHILL SCAMMONY
ALLERCOMBE ECHO'S ANSWER
QUARTZHILL GUNCE
FAQUIER VIXEN
CH. WHINLATTER TRYD
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SHERRYGROOM MS. MAGNOLIA

Owner -
MISS GENIE GRIGSBY
'SHERRYGROOM FARM'
9600 SANGER STREET
LORTON, VA. 22079

A.K.C. # - RL 439434

Date of Birth -
12 OCTOBER 1973

Sex - FEMALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
BARBARA W. DAVIS
RT. 1 BOX 142
WEST END, N.C. 37376

Sire:
BLU-FROST PETER PIPER
RANDLEE GABRIEL
CHIDLEY JINN JINN
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

Dam:
WITCHWOODS MIDDLE FADDLE
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
FOXYBROOK EMONA
BLU-FROST PETER PIPER
CHIDLEY TWIGGY
BLU-FROST FOXY

72
CH. SHAWNEE'S NOD HILL CRACKER

OWNER -
MRS. MARY B. HEWES
NOD HILL
345 WATERTOWN ROAD
AVON, CONN. 06001
(203) 677-9345

A.K.C. # - R 802108

DATE OF BIRTH -
6 JULY 1970

SEX - FEMALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
MRS. S. POWEL GRIFFITTS
7906 ST. MARTIN'S LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 19118
(215) 242-0248

Sire:
CH. SHAWNEE'S CRICKET

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO
CH. OAKLEY KIRK
CH. WHINLATTER CLIPPA
CHARING CROSS BACCIO
CHARING CROSS CHATELAINE
CHARING CROSS CHARADE
CARNOU CHRISTMAS CAROL

CH. WHINLATTER RED FOX
CH. THORNDALE ALERT
CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
CH. WHINLATTER TRIG
CH. UPLAND SPRING QUEEN BESS
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

Dam:
CH. NOD HILL'S BISCUIT

CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
CH. WHINLATTER JANET

BLU FROST KATHIE
BLU FROST FOXY

BLU FROST AMANDA

CH. WHINLATTER COB
ENG. CH. CULSWOOD CLASSIC J.W. (IMP)

Owner -
EDWARD B. JENNER &
STEPHEN F. HURT
10950 NORTHLAND DRIVE
ROCKFORD, MICH. 49341
(616) 866-2840

E.K.C.# - 59071/72

Date of Birth -
11 April 1972

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
MRS. M. CULLIS
STOCKTON, NR. RUGBY,
ENGLAND

Sire:

- ENG. CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
  CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
  GRANTHAM CHORKIE
  BARGRANGE ADAM
  BARGRANGE MANDY
  ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

- ENG. CH. WHINLATTER HEMP
  WHINLATTER HURRY
  CHARING CROSS BACCO
  CULSWOOD CARIAD
  ENG. CH. CARNEG CHRISTMAS CARILLON

- INT. CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
  RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
  CULSWOOD CADET
  CARNEG CHRISTMAS CAROL

Dam:

- ENG. CH. CULSWOOD CANDY
  CULSWOOD CARIAD

- ENG. CH. WHINLATTER JASON
  WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HANNAH
  AM. CH. UPLAND SPRING DEMON
  CHARING CROSS CHATELAINE
  ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
  CARNEG CHRISTMAS CAROL
AM. CAN CH. CULSWOOD COPPERPLATE (IMP)

Owner -
EDWARD B. JENNER &
STEPHEN F. HURT
10850 NORTHLAND DRIVE
ROCKFORD, MICH. 49341
(616) 866-2840

A.K.C. # - R 953251

Date Of Birth -
11 JULY 1971

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
MRS. M. CULLIS
STOCKTON, NR. RUGBY
ENGLAND

Sire:
- ENG.CH. CULSWOOD GOLDEN CHIP
  - ENG.CH. CULSWOOD FAIRY RING

Dam:
- INT.CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
  - ENG.CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
  - CULSWOOD CADET
  - CULSWOOD CHRISTMAS CAROL

INT.CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER
- ENG.CH. RAGUS WHEATNOIR RAVEN
- INT.CH. INTERFIELD'S HALF-A-BOB
- RAGUS GREAT JOY
- VIZALMA VICTOR
- CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARESS
- WHINLATTER CHARADE
- WHINLATTER HYMN
- CARNOU CHRISTMAS CARESS
- WHINLATTER CHARADE
- WHINLATTER HYMN
CH. PATRICIA'S CALIFORNIA

Owner -
MRS. DENNIS KLEBER
(PATRICIA BRUMBY)
232 BROOKVILLE ROAD
GLEN HEAD, N.Y. 11545

A.K.C. # - R 393868

Date Of Birth -
18 JULY 1963

Sex - FEMALE
Color - WHEATEN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE

JERICHO POACHER (IMP)
CH. JERICHO HILL VIXEN

CH. PEMBERTON TROPHY
CH. PEMBERTON TRINKET

Dam:
WINONSPOINT SUNNY

CH. CHIDLEY BERT

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

ALFA

ALLERCOMBE GAYETY GIRL

JERICHO RED MISCHIEF

ALLERCOMBE GERTRUDE

DYBAABA SPITFIRE

ALLERCOMBE ROBERTA
CH. FARNDON ROMEO
QUARTZHILL SLIPPER
PAX OF THE BRIARS
VERONICA

CH. FARNDON RANDOLPH
CH. QUARTZHILL ALLERCOMBE TRICKSY

QUARTZHILL QUINCE (IMP)
FAUGIER VIXEN

CH. JOHN PAUL JONES OF GROTON
CH. ALLERCOMBE ECHO'S ANSWER
DYBAABA SPITFIRE

ALLERCOMBE ROBERTA
ALLERCOMBE HUNTER
ALLERCOMBE OLD GOLD
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CH. PATRICIA'S KOALA CUB

Owner -
MRS. DENNIS KLEBER
(PATRICIA BRUMBY)
232 BROOKVILLE ROAD
GLEN HEAD, N.Y. 11545

A.K.C.# - R 784175

Date of Birth -
26 FEBRUARY 1970

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
QUARTZHILL DULROSE OF GOLDENCROSS
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB
FOXYBROOK EMA
FOXYBROOK ESTHER

Dam:
QUARTZHILL CHIVES
FOXYBROOK ECHO
CH. PEMBERTON TIMMIE
HAVAHOME TIM'S GIRL
ALLERCOMBE GAIETY GIRL
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA
QUARTZHILL BOX
CUSHIE OF REDCOTT
CH. WHINLATTER CORIN
DELMA OF GOLDENCROSS
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDLE
RAGUS ROUGH RIDER
FOXYBROOK EVELYN
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA
QUARTZHILL BOX
CUSHIE OF REDCOTT
FOXYBROOK REX
FOXYBROOK ELIZABETH
JERICHO POACHER
CH. PEMBERTON TROPHY
JERICHO RED MISCHIEF
ALLERCOMBE GERTRUDE
CH. KING’S PREVENTION BOURBON TOR

Owner -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING’S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C. # - R 502584

Date of Birth -
16 AUGUST 1966

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
MORRIS DIXON

Sire:
CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

CH. LONGWAYS PANDORA

CH. OKLEY KIRK

ENGLISH CH. WHINLATTER CLIPPA

ALLECOMBE HOT POTATO

CH. WHINLATTER COR

CH. SANDALBECK LANCER

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

QUARTZHILL SCAMMONY

QUARTZHILL ECHO’S ANSWER

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

FAUGIERS VIXEN

CH. WHINLATTER TRYD

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER COB

ALLECOMBE HOT POTATO

BRADASH WHISKEY

ALLECOMBE TIN TACK

ALLECOMBE ELIZABETH

CH. ALLECOMBE ESCORT OF GOLDENCROSS

HEATH TINKER

JERICHO WOOLLY WREN

JERICHO DORA OF GOLDENCROSS

MINX OF REDCOTT

Dam:
BRADASH GAY GIRL

JERICHO GIN

JERICHO WORRY
CH. KING'S PREVENTION FUN FAGAN

Owner -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C.# - R 611292

Date of Birth -
28 MARCH 1968

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:

BILL SYKES

CH. INTERFIELDS H.A. BOB

CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

Eng. Ch. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE

CH. WHINLATTER HERALD

CH. WHINLATTER COB

CH. WHINLATTER HYMN

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGIC

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. JERICHO VARDEN

CH. WHINLATTER ALICE

CH. JERICHO WHEATNOR WHEN

CH. PINK LADY

CH. WHINLATTER TRYCO

CH. FAINDON ROMEO

CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

CH. RIVER BEND JIFFY

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN

RAX OF THE BRIARS

UPLAND SPRING HUNCA MONKEY

CH. WHINLATTER JIM

CH. WHINLATTER TROUBLE

CH. WHINLATTER CONNEMARE

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN

79
CH. KING'S PREVENTION MACMILLAN

Owner -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C. # - R 534006

Date of Birth -
27 JANUARY 1967

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
DR. DAVID M. MACMILLAN

Sire:
CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR

KILDOON RUSTLER

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR

KILDOON BUGLE

HARITY OF KING'S PREVENTION BEAVER

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

KING'S PREVENTION BEAVER

BRIDGET OF KING'S PREVENTION

INT. CH. RAGUS GOOFELLOW

RAGUS GREAT GUY

CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE GILL

FOXYBROOK GENE

CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

CH. WYCHMALL NAPOLEON

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN

HARITY OF KING'S PREVENTION

KILDOON RUSTLER

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR

KING'S PREVENTION BEAVER

INT. CH. RAGUS GOOFELLOW

CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

CRISP OF REDCOTT

RUDOLPH

LONGWAYS MELETA

Dam:
KING'S PREVENTION GINGER SNAP

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

KRIPIN OF REDCOTT

KILDOON BUGLE

KING'S PREVENTION BEAVER

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

INT. CH. RAGUS GOOFELLOW

CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

CRISP OF REDCOTT

RUDOLPH

LONGWAYS MELETA

GRANGE DUSTPAN

GRANGE MOPPET
OWNER –
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING’S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C. # – R 776159

DATE OF BIRTH –
15 OCTOBER 1969

SEX – FEMALE
COLOR – RED
EAR TYPE – PRICK EAR

BREEDER –
OWNER

Sire:

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER CANDY
CH. SANDALBECK LANCER

RAGUS ROSE HONEY
CH. WHINLATTER COB
CH. RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
CH. WHINLATTER CASEY
CH. WHINLATTER CHARTY

Ilidoon Rustler

Dam:

CH. KING’S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE QUILL
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
CH. PINK LADY

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
INT CH. WHINLATTER TRY
CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE
CH. KING'S PREVENTION SERENA

Owner -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C. # - R 693655

Date of Birth -
11 MARCH 1969

Sex - FEMALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER CASEY

CH. WHINLATTER CHARITY

CH. SANDALBECK LANCER

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

CH. WHINLATTER CONI

RAGUS GREAT GUY

RAGUS ROSETTE

CH. RAGUS THE MALTESE KING

CH. RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL

CH. RAGUS THE MALTESE QUEEN

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

CH. ALLERCOMBE ESCORT OF GOLDCROSS

CRISP OF REDCOTT

FARDON RORALINDA

CH. BENNIE OF REDCOTT

WHEATON JADE

CH. THORNDALE ALERT

CH. WHINLATTER TRY

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGGIE

CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN

CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARA

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

CH. PINK LADY

82
OWNER
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C.# - RA 87287

DATE OF BIRTH -
8 SEPTEMBER 1973

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
OWNER

Sire:
STONEY MEADOWS DEVON

CH. GRANGE CURRANT SUN

CH. SHAWNEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN

CH. NOC HILL'S BISCUIT

CH. SWANEE'S CRICKET

CH. NOC HILL'S BISCUIT

CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

BRADASH GAY GIRL

CH. LONGWAYS PANORDA

CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

WHINLATTER HESTA

BRAMBLEWyCK GRAHAM CRACKER

CH. WHINLATTER CO3

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

ENGL. CH. WHINLATTER CLIPPA

ALLERCOMBE TIN TACK

ALLERCOMBE ELIZABETH

JERICHO WORRY

JERICHO DORA OF GOLDENCROSS

Dam:
CH. KING'S PREVENTION BOURBON TOH

CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

BRADASH GAY GIRL

BRADASH WHISKEY

CH. SHAWNEE'S SUNSHINE BISCUIT

CH. NOC HILL'S BISCUIT

JERICHO GIN
Owner –
CONSTANCE S., LARRABEE
KING’S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C. # – R 861727

Date of Birth –
3 MARCH 1971

Sex – MALE
Color – RED
Ear Type – PRICK EAR

BREEDER –
OWNER

Sire:

CH. WILNATTER CHARACE
CH. WILNATTER CRACKER OF TURTILUS
CH. WILNATTER CASEY
CH. WILNATTER CHARTERCISE

CH. WILNATTER CRACKER OF TURTILUS
CH. WILNATTER CHARITY

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

CH. WILNATTER COB

RAGUS GREAT GUY
RAGUS ROSETTE

CH. WILNATTER DOLLY

CH. WILNATTER HENRY

CH. WILNATTER HARP

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

Bill Sykes

CH. WILNATTER RAGUS

CH. WILNATTER HENDRED

CH. WILNATTER HARP

Jericho Witch

Ch. WILNATTER ALERT

Ch. WILNATTER Dun

Ch. WILNATTER TRYD

Ch. WILNATTER CONNEMORE

Dam:

CH. WILNATTER DOLLY

CH. WILNATTER HENRY

CH. WILNATTER HARP

Jericho Witch

Ch. WILNATTER ALERT

Ch. WILNATTER Dun

Ch. WILNATTER TRYD

Ch. WILNATTER CONNEMORE

84
CH. KING'S PREVENTION UPLAND WHIM

Owner -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C. # - R 659589

Date Of Birth -
26 OCTOBER 1968

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:
KING'S PREVENTION FROOD
CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
RAGUS ENTRY FORM
CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE DULL
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
RAGUS EVERLASTING
CH. THORNDALE ALERT
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II

Dam:
CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGGIE
CH. PINK LADY
CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN

CH. WHINLATTER TRYD
KILDOON RUSTLER
JEAGER OF KING'S PREVENTION
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS GODOFELLOW
CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB
RAGUS ROSE HONEY
RAGUS RED PEPPER
RAGUS EVANGELIST
CH. FARNDON ROMEO
CH. RIVER BEND JIFFY
PAX OF THE BRIARS
UPLAND SPRING HINGA MONKEY
CH. WHINLATTER JIM
CH. WHINLATTER TROUBLE
CH. WYCHDALE NAPOLEON
CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
CH. MONTELIMAR FINE LADY (IMP)

OWNER -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C.# - RA 1201

DATE OF BIRTH -
15 JUNE 1972

SEX - FEMALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
MRS. A. RICHARDSON

Sire:
RAGUS FAIRYINKUM

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. RAGUS RAVEN'S WING
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS

FOXBOROOKE EGG FLIP
CH. RAGUS ROUNDSMAN
FOXBOROOKE ESTHER

Dam:
CH. MONTELIMAR
INTERFIELDS HAPPY

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

FOXWELL JULIET

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB

CH. INTERFIELDS CHARADE

CH. INTERFIELDS CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE

CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE

CH. WHINLATTER COB

CH. WHINLATTER COB

RAGUS GREAT JOY

RAGUS GREAT JOY

RAGUS ROUGH RIDER

RAGUS ROUGH RIDER

FOXYBROOK EVELYN

FOXYBROOK EVELYN

RAGUS WHEATNOR RAVEN

RAGUS WHEATNOR RAVEN

RAGUS ROSE MONEY

RAGUS ROSE MONEY

RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL

RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL

INT. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERE Combe Hiker

INT. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERE Combe Hiker

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

WHINLATTER JEMIMA

WHINLATTER JEMIMA
CHIDLEY SMALL CRAFT

Owner -
COL. STERLING LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

A.K.C.# - R 533505

Date Of Birth -
19 JULY 1965

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED WHEATEN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
MRS. CURTIS S. READ
48 BERRY HILL ROAD
OYSTER BAY, N.Y. 11771

Sire:
CH. CHIDLEY MONTAGUE
CH. CHIDLEY BERT
CH. OAKLEY KIRK
CH. MELINDA OF OAKLEY

Dam:
CH. OAKLEY KIRK
CH. WHEATNOR MERLIN
CH. WHINLATTER COB
QUARTZHILL QUINCE
FAUQUIER VIKEN
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW
DUNGENESS ANEO
CH. JOHN PAUL JONES OF GROTON
CH. ALLERCOMBE ECHO'S ANSWER
RAGUS GREAT GUY
FOXYBROOK GENE
DUNGENESS MINESWEeper
CH. ALLERCOMBE ESCORT OF GOLDENCROSS
FARNDON ROSALINDA
CH. SANDALBECK LANCER
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
WHEATNOR EBORY
WHEATNOR OPAL
KING’S PREVENTION POOH BEAR

OWNER:
MRS. EDWIN L. LEVY JR.
310 TARRYTOWN DRIVE
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

A.K.C.# - R 492423

DATE OF BIRTH -
5 MAY 1966

SEX - FEMALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
OWNER

---

Sire:
CH. KING’S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
- HARDY OF KING’S PREVENTION
  - KILDOON RUSTLER
  - KILDOON BUGLE
  - CH. BRITON OF KING’S PREVENTION
  - BRIDGET OF KING’S PREVENTION
  - RAGUS GREAT GUY
  - FOXYBROOK GENE
  - CH. WYCHDALE NAPOLEON
  - CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
  - PIPIKIN OF REDCOTT
  - KILDOON BUGLE

Dam:
KING’S PREVENTION BECKY SHARP
- HARDY OF KING’S PREVENTION
  - KILDOON RUSTLER
  - KILDOON BUGLE
  - CH. BRITON OF KING’S PREVENTION
  - BRIDGET OF KING’S PREVENTION
  - CH. THORNDALE ALERT
  - CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
  - CH. WHINLATTER TRYD
  - CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARA

CH. UPLAND SPRING BLUE QUELS
- CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARA

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAEGLE
- CH. PINK LADY
KING'S PREVENTION BARKUS

Owner -
MISS NANCY M. MACKNIGHT
20 MYRTLE STREET
ORONO, MAINE 04473

A.K.C.# - R 860030

Date of Birth -
24 MARCH 1971

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ears Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

Sire:
ENG.AM.CH.RAGUS RAINMAKER

CH. INTERFIELD-DE HALF-A-BOB
WHINLATTER CANDLE
RAGUS ROSE MARIE
CH. WHINLATTER COB
CH. RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
CH. WHINLATTER CASEY
WHINLATTER CHARITY
CH. SANDALBECK LANCER
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
RAGUS GREAT GUY
RAGUS ROSETTE
CH. ALLERCOMBE ESCORT OF GOLDENCROSS
FARINDON ROSALINDA
CH. BENNIE OF REDCOTT
WHEATNOR JADE
CH. THORNDALE ALERT
CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
CH. WHINLATTER TRYD
CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

Dam:
KING'S PREVENTION BRITINA

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
CH.UPLAND SPRING JOCK II
CH. PINK LADY

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

QUARTZHILL QUINCE
CRISP OF REDCOTT
WHEATNOR JADE
CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
CH. WHINLATTER TRYD
CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE
CAN. CH. NORWESIA PIPES OF PAN

Owner –
DR. C. ELIZABETH &
ELEANOR C. MAHAFFY
R.R.3 HIGH RIVER
ALBERTA, CANADA
(403) 652-7181

C.K.C.# – 940186

Date of Birth –
28 DECEMBER 1972

Sex – Male
Color – Black & Tan
Ear Type – Prick Ear

Breeder –
Owner

Sire:
CH. WHINLATTER JAVELIN (IMP)

ENG. CH. WHINLATTER CAN

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE J.W.

CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

WHINLATTER COSTER

CH. WHINLATTER JILLIANE

CH. WHINLATTER JANET

INT. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

CH. BIGGER BANGER

MARIGOLD OF EILDONBRAE

INT. CH. WHINLATTER HERALD J.W.

WHINLATTER COPY

INT. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

WHINLATTER JEMIMA

CHISLEY GEORGE GORDON

CH. HIGH RISING URCHIN

CH. HIGH RISING MINX

CH. FAIRHOPE'S BUTCH OF ALDERLEY, CIX

CH. HEATH JUCKET

CH. HIGH RISING PEONY

CH. FAIRHOPE'S DASH (IMP)

ENG. AN. CH. OYRAASA FOX Trot

CH. CHARING CROSS BACCIO

WHEATNOR PENGUIN

CH. FAIRHOPE'S DAISY MAY

CH. WHEATNOR COIMHGRANT (IMP)
CH. KING’S PREVENTION KATE

Owner -
LT. GEN. & MRS. J. M. MASTERS SR.
5006 WORTHINGTON DRIVE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20016

A.K.C. # - R 907173

Date of Birth -
22 AUGUST 1971

Sex - Female
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING’S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

Sire:
CH. SWANEE’S GINGERBREAD MAN
CH. NOB HILL’S BISCUIT
BLU FROST PETER PIPER
BLU FROST KATHIE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARDIG
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER JANET
HIGH RISING URCHIN
GAYBAR PRUDENCE

UPLAND SPRING RED FOX
UPLAND SPRING RED SPINNER
CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
BLU FROST FOXY

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDLE

Dam:
CH. KING’S PREVENTION SERENA
KING’S PREVENTION GAY BRIT’NA

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
RAGUS ROSE HONEY

CH. BRITON OF KING’S PREVENTION

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGGIE

CH. RAGUS ROCK ‘N’ ROLL
QUARTZ HILL QUINCE
CRISP OF REDCOTT
CH. UPLAND SPRING JUMP II
CH. PINK LADY
OWNER -
MARY L.H. MATTESON
919 WOODSIDE AVENUE
SECANE, PENNA. 19018
(215) 623-3893

A.K.C.# - RA 52707

DATE OF BIRTH -
24 MAY 1973

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
OWNER

---

Sire:
CH. LONGWAYS QUINTUS
CH. LONGWAYS GENIUS
CH. LONGWAYS LABEO
CH. LONGWAYS ELITEA
CH. LONGWAYS FELIX
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOK II
CH. UPLAND SPRING PLUCKY
CH. LONGWAYS FELIX
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOK II
CH. UPLAND SPRING PLUCKY

Dam:
OAKLEY BLUE
CH. JERICHO RINGLEADER (ENG)
CH. JERICHO PICKLE
CH. JERICHO RED MISCHIEF
CH. JERICHO HILL VIXEN
CH. JERICHO ANEMONE
CH. QUARTZHILL ANEMONE
CH. MEANDER KRIS KRINGLE

CH. BLUEBELL OF OAKLEY
CH. HENDERTON RAGS
CH. MEANDER MISS BLUE
GOSSEP OF MEANDER
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CHIDLEY CALIFORNIA POPPY

Owner:
CLARE G. MCKENZIE
6607 WILLAMETTE DRIVE
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78723
(512) 928-0343

A.K.C.# – R 862063

Date of Birth –
25 NOVEMBER 1970

Sex – FEMALE
Color – RED
Ear Type – PRICK EAR

Breeder –
MRS. CURTIS S. READ
48 BERRY HILL ROAD
OYSTER BAY, N.Y. 11771

Sire:
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL COLLEGE
GREEN

QUARTZHILL BOX

QUARTZHILL DEL. ROSE OF
GOLDENCROSS

CH. WHINLATTER CORIN

CH. WHINLATTER CORIN

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE

RAGUS ROUGHRIDER

FOXYBROOK EVELYN

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID

QUARTZHILL MILLET

QUARTZHILL DEL. ROSE OF
GOLDENCROSS

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL DEL. ROSE OF
GOLDENCROSS

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL DEL. ROSE OF
GOLDENCROSS

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL DEL. ROSE OF
GOLDENCROSS

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL SCAMMONY

QUARTZHILL MANNA

CH. RAGUS REGAL SIXPENCE

FOXYBROOK GENE
SIMON OF CULSWOOD (IMP)

OWNER:
MISS LAURA G. MEISELS
WHITE OAKS
707 COWARTS CREEK DRIVE
FRIENDSWOOD, TEXAS 77546
(713) 482-7662

A.K.C.# - APPLIED FOR
E.K.C.# - 145946/73

DATE OF BIRTH -
15 JULY 1973

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
MRS. P. F. NICHOLSON
IN CARE OF MRS. M. CULLIS
STOCKTON NR. RUGBY,
WARWICKSHIRE, ENGLAND

Sire:
CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
- CH. CULSWOOD BARANGE PENNY WISE
- CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
- CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
- GRANTHAM CHOKKIE
- BARGRANGE ADAM
- BARGRANGE MANDY

Dam:
BARGRANGE BRILLIANT
- CH. CULSWOOD CRUNCH
- CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
- CULSWOOD FAIRY RING
- BARGRANGE GAIETY
- CH. JERICHO GAY RASCAL
- BARGRANGE ANN
OWNER -
GEN. & MRS. T. MUSGRAVE
4640 GARFIELD STREET
WASHINGTON, D.C.

A.K.C.# - RL 382988

DATE OF BIRTH -
12 APRIL 1972

SEX - MALE
COLOR - GRIZZLE
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND

Sire: CH. GRANGE POPOVER

CH. GRANGE CURRANT RUN

HIGH TOP'S GRANGE GAMBIT

GRANGE CHARLIE BROWN

GRANGE MOPPET

CH. SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN

BLU-FROST PETER PIPER

CH. NOOD HILL'S BISCUIT

CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

BRADASH GAY GIRL

CH. KING'S PREVENTION JOLLY RAGUS

KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA

RUDOLPH

LONGWAYS MELETA

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

WHINLATTER CANDLE

CH. WHINLATTER COR

CH. RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL

RAGUS GREAT GUY

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

FOXYBROOK ROCKET

RAGUS RUFF PUFF

Dam: CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A BOB

RAGUS ROSE HONEY

RAGUS ROBIN HOOD

RAGUS RAG TAG

RAGUS RAG BAG

RAGUS RAG BAG
CH. KING'S PREVENTION BARNABY

Owner -
RALPH W. NICHOLSON
15 4TH STREET S.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20003
(202) 714-1843

A.K.C.# - R 391791

Date of Birth -
3 APRIL 1964

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND
(301) 778-3611

Sire:

HARDY OF KING'S PREVENTION

KILDOON RUSTLER

MR. KILDOON RUGLE

KING'S PREVENTION BRAVER

KING'S PREVENTION BRIDGET

CH. THORNDALE ALERT

CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

CH. UPLAND SPRING MUNCHER

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN

CH. WHINLATTER TRYG

CH. WHINLATTER CONNEMARA

Dam:

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE

CH. PINK LACY

CH. WHINLATTER JIM

CH. WHINLATTER TROUBLE

CH. WYCHCABLE NAPOLEON

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
CH. WHINLATTER CHERRY BRANDY (IMP)

Owner -
JOHAN OSTROW
BOX 1154 RD #2
MOHNTON, PENNA. 19540
(215) 856-7493

A.K.C. # - RA 2550

Date Of Birth -
27 FEBRUARY 1972

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
MRS. M. FISHER MAY
ENGLAND

Sire:
CH. CULLSWOOD CRUNCH
CH. CULLSWOOD BARGRANGE PENNY WISE
GRANTHAM CHICKIE

RAGUS FAIRY RING
BARGRANGE ADAM
BARGRANGE MANDY

CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN SLIPPERS
CULLSWOOD EAGET
CARNOUT CHRISTMAS CAROL
QUARTZHILL BOX
BARGRANGE SOLITUDE
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF A DOG
BARGRANGE NON-I-NOO

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER HYMN
CH. WHINLATTER HERALDS
WHINLATTER COPY

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER HYMN
CH. WHINLATTER CANDID

Dam:
WHINLATTER CHATTA

WHINLATTER COSTER
WHINLATTER CHATTA

WHINLATTER CLOUD
WHINLATTER CLOUD

WHINLATTER HERALD
WHINLATTER HERALD

WHINLATTER CLOUD
WHINLATTER CLOUD

WHINLATTER COPY
WHINLATTER COPY

WHINLATTER CANDID
WHINLATTER CANDID
KING'S PREVENTION HARKAWAY

Owner:
MR. & MRS. O.F. PORCH
2731 Harvard Avenue
San Angelo, Texas 76901

A.K.C. #: RA 25202

Date Of Birth:
21 October 1972

Sex: Male
Color: Red
Ear Type: Prick Ear

BREEDER:
Constance S. Larrabee
King's Prevention Kennels
Chestertown, Maryland

Sire:
Stoney Meadows Devon

- CH. Grange Currant Run
- Shawnee's Sunshine Biscuit
- Ch. Shawnee's Cricket
- Ch. Longways Felix
- Whinlatter Resta
- Bramblewyck Graham Cracker
- Blu Frost Kathe
- Ch. Quartzhill Bantsia
- Duski Of Redcatt

Dam:
Grange Pinafore

- Quartzhill Bartonia
- Quartzhill Delrose of Goldenross
- Ch. Longways Felix
- Whinlatter Allercombe Hiker
- Ch. Longways Pandora
- Bradash Whiskey
- Jericho Gin
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CH. INTERFIELDS HAIG (IMP)

Owner -
NANCY W. PRITCHARD
BEDENS BROOK ROAD
SKILLMAN, N.J. 08558
(609) 466-2113

A.K.C.# - R 825302

Date Of Birth -
15 AUGUST 1970

Sex - Male
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
MR. & MRS. C. H. HAMMERSLEY
WOODSIDE, 96 WELDEN LANE
STAMPORT ON SEVERN
WACS, ENGLAND

Sire:
CH. RAGUS GOLDEN CHIP

CH. RAGUS RAVEN
CH. RAGUS WHEATNOR RAVEN
CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB
RAGUS ROSE HONEY
CHARING CROSS BACCIO
WHEATNOR PENGUIN

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDLE
RAGUS GREAT GUY
FOXYBRIDGE GENE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER HYMN

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER JANET

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER JASON
WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HANNAH

Dam:
INTERFIELDS HAYMAKER

INTERFIELDS HAUNTING MELODY

CH. WHINLATTER HERALD
WHINLATTER JULIE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
INT. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

CH. WHINLATTER HOPE
CH. WHINLATTER HERA
OWNER -
MRS. A. C. RANDOLPH
'OAKLEY'
UPPERVILLE, VA.

A.K.C. # - R 465925

DATE OF BIRTH -
31 AUGUST 1965

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
MRS. R. MONCKTON
ENGLAND

Sire:
CH. JERICHO WHINLATTER HEMP
CH. JERICHO WHINLATTER CHARADE
JERICHO WORRY
JERICHO CORA OF GOLDENCROSS

CH. JERICHO GAY RASCAL
JERICHO HURRY

JERICHO GIN

Mountains Spitfire

Dam:
CH. JERICHO RED MISCHIEF
ALLERCOMBE ROBERTA
AM. CH. FARNDON ROMEO

CH. JERICHO PICKLE
AM. CH. FARNDON ROMEO
QUARTZHILL SLIPPER

CH. JERICHO MULL VIXEN
QUARTZHILL CORNFLOWER
QUARTZHILL SWEET BASIL
QUARTZHILL SWEET BASIL
QUARTZHILL SNIFF
CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN (IMP)

Owner -
MRS. CURTIS S. READ
48 BERRY HILL ROAD
OYSTER BAY, N.Y. 11771
(516) WA 2-4557

A.K.C. # - R 610451

Date of Birth -
10 MAY 1967

Sex - MALE
Color - RED & BLACK
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
MRS. SMITH

Sire:
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA

QUARTZHILL BOX

DUSKIE OF REDCOTT

CH. WHINLATTER CORIN

DELMA OF GOLDENCHROSS

Ch. Whinlatter Charade

Ch. Whinlatter Allercombe Hiker

Whinlatter Cracker of Turtillis

Ch. Whinlatter Casey

Whinlatter Charity

Ragus Great Guy

Ragus Rosanna

Eng. Anl. Ch. Ragus Goodfellow

Foxybrook Estelle

Dam:
FOXYBROOK EVONA

FOXYBROOK ESTHER

RAGUS ROUGHRIKER

FOXYBROOK EVELYN

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA

QUARTZHILL MANNIA

BENNIE OF REDCOTT

MIDGE OF REDCOTT

Clariing Cross Baggio

Ch. Whinlatter Coral

Ch. Whinlatter Cob

Nona of Eildonbrae

Ch. Whinlatter Adorafe
CH. WHINLATTER CORN FLOWER (IMP)

Owner -
ELIZABETH A. REYNOLDS
38 LARCH ROW
WENHAM, MASS. 01984

A.K.C.# - R 422876

Date of Birth -
15 OCTOBER 1964

Sex - Female
Color - Red
Ear Type - Prick Ear

Breeder -
MRS. M. MCLEAN

Sire:
CH. WHINLATTER HERALD

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

WHINLATTER COB

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

CH. RIDGER BANGER

MARYGOLD OF EILDONBRAE

CH. WHINLATTER TRYD

WHINLATTER JEMIMA

CH. WHINLATTER COB

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

WHINLATTER COB

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

CH. UPLAND SPRING DEMON

CHARING CROSS CHATELAINE

CH. WHINLATTER CASEY

CH. WHINLATTER COB

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

WHINLATTER COB

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

CH. RIDGER BANGER

MARYGOLD OF EILDONBRAE

Dam:
WHINLATTER CARRIE

CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

WHINLATTER COB

Allercombe Hot Potato

CH. RIDGER BANGER

MARYGOLD OF EILDONBRAE

WHINLATTER CHARITY

WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

WHINLATTER COB

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

CH. RIDGER BANGER

MARYGOLD OF EILDONBRAE
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OWNER
MR. & MRS. W.M.G. ROBERTS
TANGLEWOOD ROAD
RTE. 3 BOX 50
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901

A.K.C. # - R 918447

DATE OF BIRTH -
19 SEPTEMBER 1971

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
E.H. ROBERTS

Sire:
CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB
JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY
JERICHO LUCKY

CH. WINLATTER CHARADE

CH. WINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
WINLATTER CRANFORD CHARITY
WINLATTER HURRY
HEATH TINKER (U.S.A.)
RECKLAW ZORA

CH. WINLATTER ALCOR

ENGL. AM. CH. WINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
ENGL. AM. CH. WINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
WINLATTER CRANFORD CHARITY
WINLATTER HURRY
HEATH TINKER (U.S.A.)
RECKLAW ZORA

Dam:
CH. RED RAVEN
RED CLAY GINGER MUFFIN
OAK HILL LADYBUG

CH. UPLAND SPRING HAZEL FLY

CH. REYNARD OF OAKLEY
CH. REYNARD OF OAKLEY

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGNIE

CH. UPLAND SPRING WITCH GOLD

RAGUS GREAT GUARD
FOXYBROOK GENE

ENGL. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW
ENGL. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW
RAGUS GREAT GUARD
FOXYBROOK GENE

ENGL. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW
RAGUS GREAT GUARD
FOXYBROOK GENE

ENGL. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW
RAGUS GREAT GUARD
FOXYBROOK GENE

ENGL. AM. CH. RAGUS GOODFELLOW
RAGUS GREAT GUARD
FOXYBROOK GENE
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KING'S PREVENTION TRIXIE

Owner -
RIC & MELINDA ROUTLEDGE
AMITY LANE KENNEL
R.R.1 BOX 69
MONTPELIER, INDIANA 47359

A.K.C.# - RA 85041

Date Of Birth -
8 JUNE 1973

Sex - FEMALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
DALLAS & ALFREDA RUCH

Sire:
CH. SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN

CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
CH. WHINLATTER JANET
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

BLU-FROST PETER PIPER
CH. HIGH RISING BARMAD
Can. CH. HIGH RISING URGHIN
GAYBAR PRUDENCE

CH. NOOD HILL'S BISCUIT
BRAMBLEWYCK GRAHAM CRACKER

BLU-FROST KATHIE
UPLAND SPRING RED FOX
UPLAND SPRING RED SPINNER

Dam:
KING'S PREVENTION AMY

CH. INTERFIELDS HALF-A-BOB
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE

ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
RAGUS ROSE HONEY
CH. RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL

KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA
CH. BIRTON OF KING'S PREVENTION
QUARTZHILL QUINCE
CRISP OF REDCOTT

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II
CH. PINK LADY
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KING'S PREVENTION TOBY LARCH

Owner -
MR.E.A.RUSSELL
DOWNTOWN, PENNA.

A.K.C.# - RA 19955

Date Of Birth -
24 AUGUST 1972

Sex - MALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
MRS.J.REYNOLDS

Sire:
CH.INTERFIELDS HALF A BOY
JERICHO THRUNPENCE OF BADGEWOOD
JERICHO HAPPY GO LUCKY
JERICHO LUCKY

Dam:
CH.WHINLATTER CORNFLOWER

CH.WHINLATTER CHARADE
INT.CH.WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

CH.WHINLATTER CANDLE
CHARING CROSS BACCIO
WHINLATTER CHARITY

CH.JERICHO WINEHATTER HEMP
CH.WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER HURRY
JERICHO HEATH TINKER
RECKLAW ZORA

JERICHO LUCKY

CH.WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH.WHINLATTER CORNFLower

CH.WHINLATTER HERALD

CH.WHINLATTER HYMN
CH.WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE RAMAH

CH.WHINLATTER CASEY
CHARING CROSS BACCIO
CH.WHINLATTER CORAL

CH.WHINLATTER CHARITY
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
LONGWAYS FAIRWOOD TRUMPETER

OWNER:
MRS. HORATIO J. SNYDER
SIMMONS LANE
GREENWICH, CONN. 06830
(203) 661-8215

A.K.C.# - R 886703

DATE OF BIRTH:
5 MARCH 1971

SEX - FEMALE
COLOR - WHEATEN
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER:
MRS. ALIX TUTEN
12 W. SOUTHAMPTON AVE.
CHESTNUT HILL
PENNA. 19118
(215) CH 7-8892

Sire:

CH. LONGWAYS FELIX
SHAWNEE'S CRICKET
CH. LONGWAYS HESTA
CH. WHINLATTER HESTA
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. OAKLEY KIRK
CH. WHINLATTER CLIPPA
CHARING CROSS BACCIO
CHARING CROSS CHATELAINE
WHINLATTER CHARADE
CARNEDO CHRISTMAS CAROL

Dam:

CH. BARBARY BONNIE BELLE
CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
CH. QUARTZHILL OK EYE DAISY
CH. QUARTZHILL OK EYE DAISY
QUARTZHILL MIELT
ENGL. CH. WHINLATTER COB
ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO
ENGL. CH. WHINLATTER COB
QUARTZHILL SCANmony
CARNEDO CHRISTMAS CAROL
QUARTZHILL SCANNONY
CARNEDO CHRISTMAS CAROL
ALLERCOMBE ECHO'S ANSWER
CARNEDO CHRISTMAS CAROL
ALLERCOMBE ECHO'S ANSWER
CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
INTERFIELD'S HANDMAID
INTERFIELD'S HANDMAID
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA
RAGUS GOLDILOCKS
RAGUS GOLDILOCKS
CHAGRIN'S HONEY BEAR GINGER

Owner -
MRS. ROBERT D. SWENSEN
9508 SEDDON CT.
BETHESDA, MD. 20034
(301) 469-7948

A.K.C. # - R 847596

Date of Birth -
23 NOVEMBER 1970

Sex - FEMALE
Color - TAN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
OWNER

Sire:

DUNKIRK'S FIDDLER'S STOCK

KING'S PREVENTION WIGGLE WHIR

KING'S PREVENTION GINGER SNAP

INT. CH. RAGUS RAINMAKER

OUR LITTLE MUDPIE

CH. PEBBERTON TROT ON

WHEATNOR MAGEE

CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR

GRANGE DUSTPAN

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION

GRANGE MOPPET

CH. WHINLATTER COB

ALLERCOMBE HOT POTATO

INT. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

Hay Girl Blossom

HONEY BEAR BLOSSOM

CH. LONGWAYS PANDORA

CH. LONGWAYS FELIX

FAX OF THE BRIARS

RUDOLPH

HD. KIRK

PAX OF THE BRIARS

HAY GIRL, BLOSSOM

UPLAND SPRING GINGER GILL
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QUARTZHILL BLACK CURRANT (IMP)

OWNER -
MR. & MRS. RICHARD K. THORNDIKE III
PAINE AVENUE
PRIDES CROSSING, MASS. 01965
(617) 922-3618

A.K.C.# - R 448026

DATE OF BIRTH -
16 MARCH 1965

SEX - MALE
COLOR - BLACK & TAN
EYE TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
MRS. E. H. HARDY (DEC.)
'QUARRY CLOSE'
WINSCOMBE, SOMERSET,
ENGLAND

Sire:
CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSHIA
QUARTZHILL SCAMMONEY
QUARTZHILL MANKA

CHUSKIE OF REDCOTT

Dam:
CH. WHINLATTER CORIN
CHARING CROSS BACCIO

CH. WHINLATTER CORAL
CH. WHINLATTER CUB

QUARTZHILL KELROSE OF GOLDENCROSS
DELMA OF GOLDENCROSS

NONA OF KIDJONBRAE
CH. KING'S PREVENTION BRIDGE IT

Owner -
ULYSSES D.E.WALDEN
BLACKSHEEP KENNEL
(505) 988-1631

A.K.C.# - R 816401

Date Of Birth -
10 AUGUST 1970

Sex - FEMALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
CONSTANCE S.LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND
(301) 778-3611

Sire:
ENG AM CH WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
WHINLATTER CANDLE

CH. WHINLATTER COB
RAGUS ROSE HONEY
CH. RAGUS ROCK 'N ROLL

Dam:
KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION
CRISP OF REDCOTT

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGPIE
CH. PINK LADY

CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK II
CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY BUN
CH. WHINLATTER TRYD
CH. CHOMDALE ALERT
CH. WHINLATTER CRACKER OF TURTILLUS
CH. ALLERCOMBE ESCORT OF GOLDENCRASS
FANDON DOLALINDA
CH. JENNIE OF REDCOTT
WHEATNOR JADE
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KING'S PREVENTION TEMPEST

Owner -
ULYSSES D.E. WALDEN
BLACKSHEEP KENNEL
(505) 988-1631

A.K.C.# - RA 83170

Date Of Birth -
8 JUNE 1973

Sex - FEMALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTERTOWN, MARYLAND
(301) 778-3611

Sire:
CH. SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN
BLU FROST PETER PIFER
CH. NOO HILL'S BISCUIT
CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

Dam:
KING'S PREVENTION AMY
KING'S PREVENTION GAY BRITINA
CH. INTIFFIELD'S HAL-F-A-BOB
Eng. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
RAGUS ROSE HONEY
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER JULIAN
CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE

CH. WHINLATTER JANET
CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
BLU FROST FOXY
CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER CORB
CH. WHINLATTER CANDLE
QUARTZHILL QUINCE
CRISP OF REDCOTT
CH. UPLAND SPRING JICK II
CH. PINK LADY
OWNER -
MRS. NANCY LEE WENDLAND
BOX 248, WHITNEY LANE
OLD WESTBURY, N.Y. 11568
(516) 626-3453

A.K.C.# - R 759126

DATE OF BIRTH -
24 JUNE 1969

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
MRS. CURTIS S. READ
48 BERRY HILL ROAD
OYSTER BAY, N.Y. 11771
(516) 922-4557

Sire:

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE CORIN

CH. QUARTZHILL SARTONIA

FOXYBROOK EMONA

CH. QUARTZHILL BOX

QUARTZHILL DE LORO OF GOLDENCROSS

CH. INTERFIELDS H.A. ROB

FOXYBROOK ESTHER

CH. QUARTZHILL BARTSIA

DUSKIE OF REDCOTT

CH. WHINLATTER CORIN

DELMA OF GOLDENCROSS

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE

WHINLATTER CANDLE

RAGUS ROUGH KING R

FOXYBROOK EVELYN

Dam:

CHIDLEY RED PENNANT

CH. PEMBERTON TIMMEE

CH. PEMBERTON TROPHY

CH. OAKLEY KIRK

CH. WHEATNOR MERLIN

CH. PEMBERTON TRINET

CH. JERICHO RED MISCHIEF N.P.U.C.

CH. JERICHO HILL VIXEN

INT. CH. PARADON RANDOLPH

CH. PEMBERTON TRINKET

QUARTZHILL QUINCE

FAUGIER VIXEN

CH. WHINLATTER OOB

CH. WHEATNOR CHAFFINCH
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CHIDLEY THISTLE

Owner -
MRS. NANCY LEE WENDLAND
BOX 248, WHITNEY LANE
OLD WESTBURY, N.Y. 11568
(516) 626-3453

A.K.C.# - R 996472

Date Of Birth -
3 JUNE 1972

Sex - FEMALE
Color - BLACK & TAN
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

Breeder -
MRS. CURTIS S. READ
48 BERRY HILL ROAD
OYSTER BAY, N.Y. 11771
(516) 922-4557

Sire:
CH. SWANEE'S GINGERBREAD MAN

BLU FROST PETER PIPER
CH. NOS HILL'S BISCUIT

Dam:
CHIDLEY BLACK-EYED SUSAN

CH. QUARTZHILL COLLEGE COIN
QUARTZHILL MUSK ORCHID
QUARTZHILL BARTONIA
QUARTZHILL MILLET

CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
CH. WHINLATTER JANET
CH. HIGH RISING BARMAID
GB. PRUDENCE
BRAMBLEWYCK GRAHAM CRACKER
CH. UPLAND SPRING RED FOX
BLU FROST KATHIE
CH. UPLAND SPRING RED SPINNER
BLU FROST FOXY
CH. WHINLATTER JOHNNIE
QUARTZHILL BOX
QUARTZHILL DEL ROSE OF GOLDENCROSS
FOXYBROOK EMDA
CH. INTERFIELDS HALI A BOB
FOXYBROOK ESTHER
QUARTZHILL BARTSIA
QUARTZHILL BOX
QUARTZHILL DEL ROSE OF GOLDENCROSS
RAGUS GOLDILOCKS
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HARDY PETER OF BRANDON

Owner -
LEONARD A. YERKES, JR.

A.K.C. # - R 409079

Date of Birth -
20 OCTOBER 1964

Sex - MALE
Color - RED
Ear Type - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
SARAH KATE DU PONT
1115 BRANDON LANE
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19807

Sire:
CILKING'S PREVENTION
HARDY BEAR

KILCOON RUSTLER
HARDY OF KING'S PREVENTION
BEAVER OF KING'S PREVENTION
CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION
BRIDGET OF KING'S PREVENTION
ENG. AM. CH. RAGUS GOOD FELLOW
RAGUS GREAT GUY
FOXYBROOK GENE
CH. WYCHIDALE NAPOLEON
CH. UPLAND SPRING HONEY DUN
CH. ALLERCOMBE ESCORT OF GOLDENCROSS
FAIRDON ROSALINDA

Dam:
GRANGE DUSTPAN

CH. BRITON OF KING'S PREVENTION
GRANGE MOPPET
GRANGE MOPPET

CH. BENNE OF REDCOTT
WHEATNOR JADE
PAX OF THE BRIARS
TENNOC CISSIE
CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK III
CH. UPLAND SPRING PLUCKY
KING'S PREVENTION SMUGGLER

OWNER -
DR. & MRS. H. THOMAS YOLKEN
BONDAGE DRIVE
LAYTONSVILLE, MARYLAND 20760
(301) 926-0925

A.K.C. # - R 949358

DATE OF BIRTH -
16 DECEMBER 1971

SEX - FEMALE
COLOR - RED
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
CONSTANCE S. LARRABEE
KING'S PREVENTION KENNELS
CHESTER TOWN, MARYLAND 21620
(301) 778-3611

Sire: RIVER BEND SIMON

QUITZILL TANYA GHETTE

CH. UPLAND SPRING MAGNIE

CH. UPLAND SPRING JOCK III

CH. UPLAND SPRING BOBBY

CH. UPLAND SPRING DEMON

CH. UPLAND SPRING CHATTEL

CH. UPLAND SPRING HEADSTOCK

CH. UPLAND SPRING HUNTER

CH. UPLAND SPRING CONNEMARE

Dam: KING'S PREVENTION LADY

RACUS RAIN MAKER

RACUS ROSE HONEY

RACUS ROCK 'N' ROLL

RACUS LONG LACED

RACUS GOLDILOCKS

RACUS DOLLY

RACUS LUCKY

RACUS JEMIMA

RACUS CHAREADE

RACUS CHATELLEINE
OWNER -
JULIA J. YOUNG
(MRS. ROSLYN D. YOUNG JR.)
3804 BRADLEY LANE
CHEVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20015
(301) 654-3345

A.K.C.# - RA 73217

DATE OF BIRTH -
16 JUNE 1973

SEX - MALE
COLOR - RED WHEATEN
EAR TYPE - PRICK EAR

BREEDER -
JEAN E. SWENSEN

Sire:
KING'S PREVENTION NEVIL LARCH

- ENG. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
- RAGUS ROSE HONEY
- CH. WHINLATTER HERALD
- WHINLATTER CORN FLOWER
- WHINLATTER CARRIE
- CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
- WHINLATTER CANDLE
- CH. WHINLATTER COS
- CH. RAGUS ROCK 'N' ROLL
- CH. WHINLATTER CHARADE
- WHINLATTER HYMN
- CH. WHINLATTER CASEY
- WHINLATTER CHARITY
- ENGL. CH. RAGUS RAIN MAKER
- OUR LITTLE MUDPIE
- CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
- GEORGE O'BRIEN
- ENG. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
- CH. LONGWAYS PANCORA
- CH. LONGWAYS RUDOLPH
- UPLAND SPRING GINGER QUILL

Dam:
CHAGIN'S HONEY BEAR GINGER

- KING'S PREVENTION WIGGLE WHIR
- KING'S PREVENTION GINGER SNAP
- DUNKIRK'S FIDDLESTICKS
- OUR LITTLE MUDPIE
- CH. KING'S PREVENTION HARDY BEAR
- GEORGE O'BRIEN
- ENG. CH. WHINLATTER ALLERCOMBE HIKER
- CH. LONGWAYS PANCORA
- CH. LONGWAYS RUDOLPH
- UPLAND SPRING GINGER QUILL

HONEY BEAR JLOSSOM

- CH. LONGWAYS FELIX
- HAY GIRL BLOSSOM
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ANNUAL TROPHIES

HIGH RISING TROPHY — BEST P. E. PUPPY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>King's Prevention Beaver Bear</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>King's Prevention MacMillian</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>King's Prevention Tawny Wheat</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Shawnee's Gingerbread Boy</td>
<td>Mrs. Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>No award</td>
<td>Mrs. Fell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Ch. Badgewood Knightsbridge</td>
<td>Mrs. Fell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Ch. Badgewood Bramble</td>
<td>Mrs. Griffitts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JOHN PAUL JONES TROPHY — BEST P. E. ADULT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Ch. Nod Hill's Biscuit</td>
<td>Mrs. Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Ch. Longways Quintius</td>
<td>Miss Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>River Bend Simon</td>
<td>Miss Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Barbary Bonnie Belle</td>
<td>Mrs. Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Shawnee's Triscuit</td>
<td>Mrs. Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Ch. Grange Popover</td>
<td>Mrs. Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Ch. Interfields Haig</td>
<td>Mrs. Pritchard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAPLEHURST TROPHY — BEST D. E. ADULT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Ch. Nanfan Hoppocket</td>
<td>Mrs. Baird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Bethway's Little Girl</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Bethway's Penny Kenny</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Bethway's Miss Chop</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Ch. Bethway's Willow</td>
<td>Miss Doerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Ch. Nanfan Nogbad the Bad</td>
<td>Mrs. Ladd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PARTREE TROPHY — BEST D. E. PUPPY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Bethway's Mr. Cricket</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Bethway's Aramis</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Bethway's Robin</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Bethway's Sally Girl</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Castle Point Iguana</td>
<td>Mrs. Baird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Ch. Castle Point Indigo</td>
<td>Mrs. Winston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Ch. Mt. Paul Terracotta</td>
<td>Mrs. Mallory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIALITY SHOW

BEST OF BREED — N.T.C. CHALLENGE BOWL In Memory of MISS J. SPENCER & MRS. E. SPYKMAN

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX — G. GORDON MASSEY MEMORIAL TRAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>BOB  King's Prevention MacMillian</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>BOS  High Tor's Grange Gambit</td>
<td>Mrs. Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>BOB  Shawnee's Cricket</td>
<td>Mrs. Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>BOS  Bethway's Bittersweet</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>BOB  King's Prevention Sunshine</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>BOS  River Bend Simon</td>
<td>Miss Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>BOB  King's Prevention Serena</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>BOS  Grange' Current Bun</td>
<td>Mrs. Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>BOB  Ickworth Nimrod</td>
<td>Mrs. Fell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>BOS  Castle Point Indigo</td>
<td>Mrs. Winston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>BOB  Ch. Ragus Rain Maker</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>BOS  Ch. King's Prevention Fun Fagan</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WESTMINSTER

ALDEN BLODGETT JULEP CUP For Members Dog Winning Best of Breed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Ch. Bethway's Miss Itch</td>
<td>Mrs. Joseph Haggerty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Ch. Jericho Portia</td>
<td>Mrs. Emory Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Ch. Bethway's Mr. Cricket</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Ch. Shawnee's Cricket</td>
<td>Mrs. S. Powel Griffitts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>King's Prevention Serena</td>
<td>Mrs. S. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Ch. Bethway's Ringo</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>No Award</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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# MATCH SHOW TROPHY RECORDS

**PORT FORTUNE BOWL** For Best Norwich in Match — In Memory of MISS JEAN HINKLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Quartzhill Golden Thyme</td>
<td>Mrs. Bedford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Quartzhill Golden Thyme</td>
<td>Mrs. Bedford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Bill Sykes</td>
<td>Mr. Bedford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Chidley Tiger Lily</td>
<td>Mrs. Reed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Wendover Token</td>
<td>Mrs. Mallory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Grange Popover</td>
<td>Mrs. Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Randlee Gabriel</td>
<td>Mrs. Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>King's Prevention Tempest</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JERICHO HILL VIXEN SALVER** For Best Puppy in Match Presented by MRS. REGINALD MONCKTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Withalder Black Arrow</td>
<td>Mrs. Lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Bethway's Miss Nancy Dee</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>King's Prevention Tawny Wheat</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Chidley Tiger Lily</td>
<td>Mrs. Reed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Wendover Token</td>
<td>Mrs. Mallory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Grange Popover</td>
<td>Mrs. Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Randlee Gabriel</td>
<td>Mrs. Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>King's Prevention Tempest</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KILDOON ARMADA PLATE** Donated by MRS. GOSS For Best Adult in Match

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Castle Point Impatience</td>
<td>Mrs. Goodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>King's Prevention Gay Vixen</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Cahill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHIDLEY GEORGE GORDON BOWL** For Breeder of Best Adult in Match Presented by MRS. READ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>BREEDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Mrs. E. H. Hardy</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Mrs. E. H. Hardy</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Mrs. P. Fagan</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Mrs. M. J. Taylor</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Mrs. Stanford Mallory</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Mrs. Stevens Baird</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Mrs. Stevens Baird</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Mrs. S. Larrabee</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KING'S PREVENTION JOHN BULL BOWL** For Breeder of Best Puppy in Match Presented By MRS. LARRABEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>BREEDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Maj. Bradshaw &amp; Mrs. Finney</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Bethway Kennel</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Mrs. S. Hurtle</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Mrs. C. S. Read</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Mrs. S. Mallory</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Mrs. H. Glass</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Mrs. S. Udall</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Ruch</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MT. PAUL TROPHY** For Best Drop Ear in Match Donated By GEN. & MRS. WINSTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Bethway's Miss Nancy Dee</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Bethway's Little Girl</td>
<td>Mrs. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Nantam Terrapin</td>
<td>Mrs. Winston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Wendover Token</td>
<td>Mrs. Mallory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Castle Point Ketch</td>
<td>Mrs. Dombroski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Castle Point Impatience</td>
<td>Mrs. Goodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Badgewood Lady Howard</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Fell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BLU–FROST TROPHY** For Best Prick Ear in Match Donated By MR. & MRS. HANNING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>DOG</th>
<th>OWNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Quartzhill Golden Thyme</td>
<td>Mrs. D. Bedford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Bill Sykes</td>
<td>D. Bedford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Chidley Tiger Lily</td>
<td>Mrs. Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>King's Prevention Fun Fagan</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Grange Popover</td>
<td>Mrs. Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Randlee Gabriel</td>
<td>Mrs. Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>King's Prevention Tempest</td>
<td>Mrs. Larrabee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Obedience Degrees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dog</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Kedron Dappertutto (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD, CDX 1948 T</td>
<td>Mary Curtis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Puff (P.E.)</td>
<td>CD 1948 CDX</td>
<td>Sylvia Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Ch. Tuff (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Sylvia Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Baloo (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Elizabeth Copeland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Beau Jim (P.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Carol Hoyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>River Bend Tory (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD 1966 CDX, UD</td>
<td>William Dwyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Whinvale Hercules Lucky Fluke (P.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Shirley M. Luke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Triscuit's Tuffet (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD 1967 UD</td>
<td>Nancy Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Ginger Peaches of Eddyshare (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Betty Anne Stokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Bethway’s Triscuit (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD 1970 CDX</td>
<td>Terry Leith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Triscuit’s Tom Tom (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Nancy Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Norwiems Boid Bandit (P.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Carol Hoyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Helen T. Hill (P.E.)</td>
<td>CD 1972 CDX</td>
<td>E. C. Martin &amp; Le Rue Grim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Samantha (P.E.)</td>
<td>CD 1972 CDX</td>
<td>Ann J. Riker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Wendover Talent (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD 1972 CDX</td>
<td>Nancy Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Chidley California Poppy (P.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Clare G. McKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Witchwoods Dinghy (P.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Jean B. Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Stewarts Upland Ginger (P.E.)</td>
<td>CD 1973 CDX</td>
<td>Edward L. Hamm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Kinspirit Token (D.E.)</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Nancy Parker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Riverbend Bowl for Annual Obedience High Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dog</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Triscuit’s Tuffet</td>
<td>Mrs. W. Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968 and 1970</td>
<td>Triscuit’s Tom Tom</td>
<td>Mrs. W. Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971 and 1972</td>
<td>Wendover Talent</td>
<td>Mrs. W. Parker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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